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A

fter hosting another challenging SAFD workshop this past summer,

yours truly braved the wilds of London _a~d nearby Leeds exp~orin~ the
arms and armor collections at the Brmsh Museum, the V1ctona &
Albert and the Wallace Collection. The highlight of the excursion was lunch
with Malcolm Fare, the editor of the British Fencing magazine The Sword. Fare
has probably the best private collection of fencing books in the world. Marozzo,
Agrippa, St. Didier, Viggiani, Capo Ferro, you name it, he has it, including a
leather bound copy of Academie de l'Espee by Gerard Thibault. Besides several
hundred fencing books, Fare also has the world's foremost collection of old fencing
weapons. He has several vitrines of antique fencing foils, espees and sabres, as
well as masks and other fencing paraphernalia. An expert fencer, Fare graciously
shared many interesting features of his collection. With his help, the fall/winter
issue will be able to focus on the Mysterious Circle of the Spanish Style of fencing.
Your editor also went on to the Royal Armouries at Leeds and met with
John Waller who shared notes from several manuscripts, among which was

Fiore dei Liberi's Flos Duellatorum of 1409. After an exciting and rewarding
trip , your editor returned to Las Vegas refreshed, reinvigorated and renewed,
and ready to confront another issue of The Fight Master.
This issue focuses on women, some thoughts on staging violence involving
women, the real story of the fascinating 17th century female duelist Maupin,
and some thoughts on the captivating Joan of Arc, along with interviews with
two industry professionals. The recent network television movie on Joan of Arc
and Luc Besson's film for Columbia pictures which is due out in fall of 1999
show that Joan is still captivating audiences today.
Swordplay, the staged combat review section has been reinstated in this
issue with the hopes of encouraging others to share their experiences viewing
staged combat on stage and in film. These reviews are one person's observations
but will give the reader some food for thought on what works and what does
not when staging violence.
In this issue the editors have also launched a periodical Fight Directors'
Forum giving readers a chance to share their personal views and professional
opinions on matters related to staged combat.
It is hoped that in future issues the historical focus may be on Greek and
Roman combat and the Asian Arts. The editors are also looking for articles on
opera, dance, renaissance faires and amusement parks . The deadlines are June 1
and November I.
~Linda Carlyle McCollum
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The Actor/Combatant is an individual
who has received basic training
in three to six weapons forms
and passed a proficiency skills test.
The Actor/Combatant certificate
expires three years from the date of
issue, but is renewable through a
re-testing process. The Actor/
Combatant certificate signifies
SAFD recognition of this individual
as a safe, competent performer.

The Fight Director is an individual
who has completed all requirements
of an Actor/Combatant and a
Certified Teacher. Beyond this, he
or she must have a strong background in fight choreography. Fight
Directors are endorsed by the SAFD
to teach, coach and choreograph
fights professionally.
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A Certified Teacher of stage combat
is an individual who has first passed
the Actor/Combatant proficiency
skills test and, in addition, had
extensive educational training and
passed SAFD tests in teaching
techniques,
historical
styles,
weapons theory and practice and
stage choreography. The SAFD
endorses Certified Teachers to
teach stage combat.

Founded in 1977, the Society of American Fight
Directors is a non-profit organization of theatre professionals, academicians, friends and supporters, all
of whom share a common interest in the art of stage
violence. The SAFD srands for the very highest standard in effective and safe theatrical fighting.
The SAFD has developed recognized standards for
four levels of skill in the stage combat arts.

1-800-659-6579
Call the SAFD Hot Line

,, ~

For stage combat assistance,
workshop information,
and general questions.

Fight Master is an honorary title
bestowed from within the organization on individuals who have a
strong professional background and
provide continuing support co the
SAFD. Fight Masters are endorsed
by the SAFD as top professionals in
the field of stage combat.

Visit the SAFD Website at
www .safd.org
Updated guides to upcoming
regional, national, and
international events;
links

Call 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Eastern Standard Time

Merchandise;
and more!
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PHOTO
CALL

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
FIGHT DIRECI'ORS

.
r

he Fight Master is currently seeking active photos portraying rapier & dag-

.

ger work for its Fall/Winter 1999 issue. Black & white and color prints (no
smaller than Sx7) and slides will be accepted. All photos should include performers' names and roles if fewer than five are pictured, photographer, play, playwright, fight director, theatre company and year of performance. Photos should also
include return address. Without this information, pictures cannot be used. 8xl0
prints or color slides with strong vertical orientations are also desired for covers; these
should be shot as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible).
The deadline for graphic material in the Fall/Winter issue is July 15, for the
Spring/Summer issue it is November 15. Future submissions are accepted at any time.
Send all prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an envelope clearly
labeled, "Photos-Do Noc Bend" to

Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer
1240C Hamilton Court

Cary, NC 27511
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at (919) 388-8945 or email me at
JARJones@aol.com.
Again, exciting photos are encouraged from all levels of the SAFD membership.

GOVERNING BODY
President
Dale Anthony Girard
V-ice-Pruident
Paul Dennhardt

ADVISORY BOARD
Chairman
Jeffrey Koep, Ph.D.
Board Members
Drew Fracher
Robert L. Hobbs
Lisa M.K Jones
Kim Zimmer

Rob Colbin
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Richard Gradkowski
Dale Kirby
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J. Christoph Ambergcr is editor of the Hammatu-z
Forum, a journal on Western swordfighting traditions,
and is one of the foremost experts on historical edgedweapons combat in the United States. His book, Th,
Start History of the Sword: Advmtu~s i11 A11cit11t
Martial Arts, is now available.
David Bowhey, founder of the SAFD and the United
Stuntman's Association, has over four hundred theatre
and film credits. He is an instructor at the Professional
Actors Training Program at the University of Washington
and, along with Erik Fredricksen, is the instructor for the
'99 Advanced Accor/Combatant Workshop.
Payson Burt is a Certified Teacher, Fight Director, LA
Regional Representative and chairman of che Research
Committee. He has taught at Temple University, che
Curtis Institute of Music and the University of
Alabama. Burt, who works with the Pasadena
Shakespeare Company and the Los Angeles Fight
Academy, is the author of Of Pacts, a training manual
for footwork.
Brian Byrnes is a Fight Direccor and Certified Teacher
at the University of Howton, teaching Movement and
Scage Combat. He has staged hundreds of fights for
New York theatres, regional theatres and Shakespeare
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festivals including The Alley Theatre, Howton Grand
Opera, Stages Repertory, San Antonio Opera, Main
Street Theatre, Houston Shakespeare Festival, The
Ensemble and many other companies.

Michael Chin is a Fight Director as well as professional
actor living in NYC. In 1998 he assumed the job as
NSCW Coordinator after having served as the Assistant
Coordinat0r for the past three years. He also coordinates the NY Regional Workshop, is on faculty at Pace
University in Manhattan and teaches stage combat at
Brooklyn College. He founded Fights4 with three other
SAFD Fight Directors.
Paul Gelineau, with an MFA in directing, is on the faculty of the University of Alberta. Gelineau is an
Advanced Actor/Combatant in rhe British Academy of
Dramatic Combat and the SAFD and is a certified
instructor with Fight Directors Canada.·
Donna L. Johnsen is a pop culrure writer. She earned
her MA from SUNY, Albany. Johnsen lives, plays and
wriccs in Mechanicsville, New York and lists her profession as domestic goddess.
Jeff A.R. Jones is a sometimes contributor to The Fight
Master and its Art Director. He is a Fight Director and
Regional Representative for North Carolina. He enjoys
asking questions.
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HONORARY MEMBERS

-Jeff A.R. Jones

FROM THE

Linda Carlyle McCollum, a member of the SAFD, the
United States Fencing Coaches Association and the
International Academy of Arms, serves as editor of Th~
Fight Masta and on-site coordinator for the NSCW.
Ms. McCollum is a faculty member in Theatre at UNLV.
J.T. Marlowe is an LA director who divides time between
developing a new play and seeking financing for a first
film, which has been awarded a Kodak Filmmakers Grant.
Julia Rupkalvis, holds a Ph.D. in Theatrical Hoplology
and is technical advisor associated with Warriors, Inc. and
Stunt Grunts, Inc. along with her own company, A:J.e of
Courage. Rupkalvis, a member of the SAFD and National Women's Martial Ans Federation and has worked on
StAnhip Troopn-r, &uJ City Blun and mtg th, Dog.
Thomas C. Turner is a currently completing his Master
of Am degree at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
He has been certified rwice by the SAFD and has choreographed fights for numerous stage productions.
Among his credits as a Fight Director is the outdoor
drama Unto These Hills.

A

the SAFD begins

ts countdown to

the new millennium, it 1s also in a
process of change-a
process of growth. The
past six years under the
guidance and tutelage
of the Fracher Administration have given the
Society new life and
meaning. Membership has grown, and new members are choosing
to remain with the SAFD after the thrill of their Skills Proficiency Test (SPT) has waned. Membership is now over 700 strong
and growing.
This growth, however, is not just in numbers-happily, it is
also within the ranks. The voice of the members has been heard,
and a new status of membership has been added to acknowledge
those who continue to work and grow in the art of staged combat.
As ofJanuary 1, 1999, the rank of Advanced Actor/Combatant
was officially added to the Policies and Procedures (P&P). Further, to help the independent teacher and the freelance student,
the new P&P now allows for single weapon testing. Time and
experience have shown that not everyone has the capacity or
desire to become an Actor/Combatant. Many actors who,
although wanting their fights to be safe and effective, do not have
within their schedules the time to train in three weapons or
dedicate eighty plus hours for a SPT. The focus at this level is
proper training and not rank; therefore, the officers feel chat this
will be a welcome amendment in the theatrical community.
As the SAFD grows, so does it change. For many years
members have trained and tested in six fundamental weapons
styles, but as fight directors have noticed a trend within the theatre

that must now be reflected in the organization. It is clear chat
there are more than six fighting styles being used on stage, and to
acknowledge this, Single Sword has been added to the list of
training styles. Further, contemporary knife-fighting techniques
are on the table for consideration this summer.
Because the SAFD is an organization of working professionals, the organization's ties to the theatrical community run
deep. This past year has seen a variety of members speaking out
to Actor's Equity Association (AEA) in regard to actor safety in
scenes that call for staged violence. Many members took the time
to write AEA and express their concerns-and AEA listened. The
LORT negotiations were recently completed and new wording in
regard to staged fights has been approved for consideration.
SAFD members do make a difference, and it is encouraged that
all members continue to fight for their right to be safe on stage.
It is also encouraged that everyone who wrote to AEA this past
year to take the time to thank AEA for its efforts, for it has truly
shown that the needs of the actor are very much its concern.
On a different note, there has also been a change within
the College of Fight Masters. Due to personal reasons, Fight
Master Christopher Villa has stepped down from his position as
Fight Master within the Society. Many members have had the
pleasure of working with Christopher and know what he has
contributed to the art and organization over the years. Fortunately, the SAFD is not losing Christopher. Feeling as though he
is no longer able to meet the demands of a Fight Master, Christopher's enthusiasm, humor, insight and theatre games will stay on
with the SAFD as he joins the ranks of Fight Directors. The Society thanks him for all that he has done, and applauds his continued efforts to the Society and the art that the membership all
love.
To all the membership this new president saysKeep Fighting the Good Fight-

A Fellow Comrade in Arms,
Dale Anthony Girard, President

Jim Stark is a recognized actor-combatant, having
passed his third skills test at the 1998 NSCW He has
also studied stage combat extensively with Robin
McFarqhuar. Jim lives in southern Indiana where he is
Assistant Professor of Theatre ac Hanover College.
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Where in the World is Lilith, Now?

L

by Donna L. Johnsen

ilith, the first wife of Adam, is a literary fantasy (Ancient Jewish
Folklore). She was created as a counterpoint to the traditional story
of Adam and Eve. Apparently, Lilith was the early opposite of Eve.
She was given the power of life in the form of a water-filled egg. Water
and the egg symbolized creative, ongoing, dynamic life. Lilith was cold
that life would remain the same as long as that egg stayed intact and
whole. Little, lithesome Lilith was happy with the way things were; she
did not want anything to change. Why would she have wanted change?
She was queen of everything! The sneaky snake was not able to tantalize
her. Her mind was firmly made up. Lilith asked her mirror, Cassandra,
and Cassandra said, in feminist tones, "You rock, girl." Adam was nice,
but she needed more, a lot more. She needed her space. So much so, that
one day she started walking with the egg firmly and tightly imprisoned in
her right fist and kept walking, walking, walking. Lilith never returned!
Hence the need for another companion for Adam. Eve was elected.
As civilization got off to its bumpy beginnings, the female has been
content to follow in Eve's tiny footsteps, two steps behind the boss-the
man. However, the smart and clever woman knew how to get what she
wanted, and how to get her way. It has always been said chat behind
every successful man is a woman; unfortunately, two steps behind him.
Moreover, it has taken countless millennia for women to earn their
rightful and earned place alongside men.
A renaissance Lilith, Rosie Barrels (Lori Miller) does not honor men such
as Scarlet Jack (Greg Ramsey); instead she hurls them. Fight Direction by
According to Compton '.f Interactive Encyclopedia:
Greg Ramsey, photo by Bob DeMarco.
"Women were long considered naturally weaker than men,
squeamish, and unable to perform work requiring muscular or intellectual development.
television scripts began the first stretches
In most pre-industrial societies, for example, domestic chores were relegated to women,
with / Want to Live, .Extremities, The
leaving "heavier" labor such as hunting and plowing to men. This ignored the fact that
Black Widow, Bonnie and Clyde, Law and
caring for children and doing such tasks as milking cows and washing clothes also
Order, Highlander: The Series and others.
required heavy, sustained labor. But physiological tests now suggest that women have a These are mainstream examples, not
greater tolerance for pain, and statistics reveal that women live longer and are more aberrant ventures into cleverness. Bebe
resistant to many diseases." (Copyright© 1994, 1995 Compton's New Media, Inc.)
Neuwith's chilling exactness as Frasier's exWoman (weak, beautiful, delicate, shy, coquettish, wholesome, unskilled, demure wife (and psychologist) is a very notable
and deferred) has always been seen as a servant and a possession of the warrior-the man.
instance since her name is Lilith! One only
Even during the great Greek civilization, Lysistrata was invented to champion an
has to witness the series Xena: Wamor
end to needless wars, not equal rights. Only Diana, the huntress, was allowed fighting
Princess to realize a change has taken a
skills to vanquish evil forces brought on by men; Diana was a god-not a woman (or so
foothold and come full circle. Xena was a
was the convenient thought at the time). Lysistrata was able to prevent war by convinc- spin-off from Hercules: The Legendary
Adventures. Xena (Lucy Lawless) is heroic
ing all the left behind wives and lovers from servicing the men until peace was assured.
Greek plays were created to inform Greeks on a code of ethics, or how to live their lives.
as well as mythic. She fights for what is
However, Lysistrata was a ribald, frivolous comedy. The message had to wait till this
right in the world, vanquishing evil. She
century and Viet Nam to see Lysistrata's true message realized: "Make love-not war!"
can be deadly, but not lacking in femininity.
Aristotle was convinced that a tragic hero in a tragedy had to be, first and foremost, a It is ironic that Xena's constant companion
man. Of course, many today would argue Medea's rights to that ponderous title!
is a woman, as if to say men are unworthy
How many real women have stood out from other women to go against the wood
brethren for a warrior princess.
grain? How many were given or allowed the opportunity: Cleopatra, Sappho, Pope
Women now play sports, run major
Joan, Joan of Arc, Lucretia Borgia, Mlle. Maupin, Catherine the Great, Elizabeth I, Vicbusinesses and fall mightily. Is life imitating
toria, Madame Curie, George Sand, Ada Lovelace, Eleanor Roosevelt, Harriet Tubman,
art or art, life? Where and when did it
Mother Teresa, Princess Diana? While all of these women were not always accomplishbegin? Where will it end? All that can be
ing noble goals, they were going against the norm. The wave was felt but were any of confirmed is that men now fear the
these figures really warriors?
female potential. One will likely hear a
Enter the new ideal of popular culture: The slugging, shouting, shooting, sword- plaintiff cry: "She cold cocked me!" And
wielding liberated female. Many are surprised to see a woman slug with closed fist
somewhere, far, far away, Lilith is raising
instead of slapping with open palm. They are also taken aback by gun-toting, triggering her empty, but clenched, right fist to
and tooting fem fatales. It also boggles their minds to see a demure lady lift a heavy champion an almost forgotten cause and
sword and, even, brandish it menacingly and skillfully.
saying,"You go, girl."
This new woman is portrayed by characters on mind screens. Plays, films and
The Fight Master , t - - Spring Summer 1999
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Bathed in a heavenly glow Joan of Arc (Nicole Callendar) battles Talbot (David Patric Kelly) in Henry VI
Parts /, II and Ill at Theatre for a New Audience. Fight Direction and photo by/. Allen Suddeth.

For the wonderful thing about saints is that they were human. They lost their tempers, got
hungry, scolded God, were egotistical or testy or impatient in their turns, made mistakes and
regretted them. Stilt they went 011 doggedly blundering toward heaven.
Phyllis McGinley
8
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hy has Joan's story been so
universally interesting? As
Candida Lund said, "I prefer
my saints to be women and my sinners to
be ladies." What do you do when faced
with someone with an overpowering
vision of what rhe world might be? "I
wanted to learn about Joan," wrote Marina Warner in her book Jom1 ofA,-c, "Nor
just because her story is so odd, so stirring. I wanted to learn about her because
she has an almost unique standing: she is a
universal figure who is female , but is neither a queen, nor a courtesan, nor a beauty, nor a mother, nor an artist of one kind
or another, nor until the extremely recent
date of 1920 when she was canonized-a
saint. She eludes rhe categories in which
women have normally achieved a higher
status that gives rhem immortality, and
yet she gained it." Joan is a contradiction.
She is a woman, bur dresses as a man; she
is a spiritual pacifist, bur leads warriors
in to baccle; she is a peasant girl perfectly at
home in the French court. Those who
defy expectation encourage examination.
No complete life story of Joan of
Arc's life is possible here; or probably anywhere. There are over 1500 books on
Joan's life before her canonization and
innumerable books and articles have
appeared in the years since.
Even Joan's name remains questionable. Joan did not use the name d'Arc, or
of Arc, although variations including
Dare, Tare, Tare, Dare, or Day have been
attributed to her father, Jacques. D 'Arc
implies chat she is of noble blood: of the
House of Arc. She was not. She called herself Jeanne, or Jeannette, or Jeanne la
Pucelle (the Virgin). The first reference to
Joan by the surname d'Arc came in 1576,
by a poet from Orleans.
According to legend, Joan was born
in 1412 on the feast of Epiphany, sometimes referred co as the feast of light. She
grew up in the little village of Domremy,
which sics near che border of Champagne
and Lorraine. Her father, a seem man,
had earned the respect of the village. He
represented his neighbors in dealing with
the chateau and collected the taxes. Overall, she seems co have had a happy childhood, with exception co those rimes when
war interfered . She was three years old
when the battle at Agincourt took place,
and only nine when Henry V of England
and Charles VII of France died. At least
once, Joan and her family had to flee

Domremy. Burgundian raiders forced
chem to take refuge in the defensible town
of Neufchateau. At about che age of thirteen , Joan began hearing voices, urging
her to save France. She believed these
voices emanated from the angels: Sc.
Michael, St. Catherine and St. Margaret.
Even though the situation in France was
desperate, Joan was unsuccessful in persuading the military commanders that
her leadership would free the country
from its oppressors. Her voices gave her
no rest; they told her she must go to the
Dauphin and convince him to let her lead
the armies. Eventually, the desperation in
France called for desperate measures, and
the Dauphin granted Joan an audience
in 1429.
After a private conference with Joan,
the Dauphin became convinced of her
ability and sincerity. Following a thorough
examination by churchmen, the Dauphin
gave her a horse, armor, a sword and
actendancs, and she joined the French
army. Ten days later this army succeeded
in routing the English besieging Orleans.
After several other victories, Joan persuaded the Dauphin to be crowned King
Charles VII at Rheims.
In 1430, Joan sec out on a new campaign . On May 24, the Burgundians
captured her near Compegne. Philip the
Good, Duke of Burgundy, sold Joan to
the English on November 21. After a
lengthy trial judged by the Bishop of
Beauvais, Pierre Cauchon, an ecclesiastical
court at Rouen condemned Joan as a
heretic and burned her at the stake on
May 30, 1431. Her crime was that she
was a heretic because she wore men's
clothing and refused to surrender the
practice. The church annulled the trial
proceedings in 1456, and eventually
canonized Joan in 1920.
Did Joan openly lead the army? Most
scholars believe her moral support may
have turned the tide of the war, but think
of her as a sort of mascot, finding her too
peaceful for a military career. While she
may not have fought one-on-one in any
of her battles, historical documents show
her in some command of the French
military. One of the charges against her,
the 53rd Article, claimed: "The said
Jeanne, against che bidding of God and
His Saints, proudly and presumptuously
assumed domination over men; she
appointed herself leader and captain of an
army which rose at times to the number
of 16,000 men, in which there were

Jf

or

n exa mi n.1tio n Joan as dr.1m.1tic ch.1r.1c1er also k-.1Js to 111diG1tions of hn 1he-;1trical
potcnri,1! in ,, \\'ide ,·.iriety of plor ,111d the111,1tic setn ngs. Dr.1nutisrs portr.1reJ Jo.111
in 111.,ny \\'ars for,, v,1rietr of purpose·s. _k111 Anouilh, in Th,· Lt1rk, conrr.1sts Jo,111 ,,s
., true .,nJ honest indindLul with her c,u rse and dishonest surroundings. Georg K.1i.1er, in Gilles
,md je111111e, rs more conrerne·d "·irh hi s es:pressionimc idc,\S .111d rhc form of his dr.1111.1 clun \\'ith
Jo.111\ char,Ktcr. Even Sh.1kcspc:ar<.: tried hi.1 hand ,H Jo,111, in He11ry VI p,,,., I, in which Jo,111 acts
.1.s ,\ h.1rlot .1nd ,1 witch, cenainlr due to his es:amin,Hion of English document.nion oF rhis French
heroine. This pl.11· \\'as th e first non -French dr.1111.1 in which Joan ,1ppe,irs.
Friedrick Schiller's The Maid of Orlet111s, writren in 180 I , is ,111 int eres ting dr.111u tic \\'ork,
\\'ith no basis in hisrorv. The inc:re-;1scd interest in Jo,1n follo\\'ing this dr,1111.1 is ,is mt1d1 N,1pok.1n's
doing ,is ir is Schiller's. N.ipok-an Bon,1parte sa\\' a need to co n,olidate his power b,ise, so he
rcesr;ib lished rhe Jo,111 ofi\rc kstival in Orie.ins in 1802, which had been hdd ,tnnu,ilh- from 1/43',
co 1795 . In 1805, N,ipolc,rn m,1de Jo.in the n.iciord S\'lnbul or h.rnce.
Berrolr Brecht wrote S,1i11t ]01111 of the Stockyards in 1929-30. He used his /vbrxisr
philosophies .is ,1 lusis for his Joan, m.iking her ,111 opponent of rhe fin,111ci,d adwnrurers .tnd me.tr
111 ,rn uhcrurers of Chic,tgo. He pn:sents Jo,111 ,is a \'Oung girl in an intensive k-.1rning process,
gr.1d,1,1lli· developing from ,1 Sah·,nion 1\rm1· officer to a social re,·olutionary.
Sha\\' S !:,~1i11t /01111 is one of the more successful c•x,1minarions of Joan's character, and he uses
hi s gift of showing rhe hum,rnit)' of .ill sides of rhe conflict in gre,1t form here. Sha\\' dt·monstr.1tes
th e con flier of opposing ideas, \\'hilc l:lerrolr Brechr, in his tlirl'<: \\'Orks about Jo,rn's life, conflicts
Jo.in ,1gai nsr cultur.11 institutions, using her life ,is soc i.11 criticism.
Charles !'<'guy's drama The Myste1:v of the Charity of/01111 of Arc, is rot,11\y dialogue-based.
1\II the characters r,,lk ,,bout the action, r.1 rhcr th.1n performing rhe action. \\iidt minimal cluracters ,rnd length \' monologues, the pbr nukes for interesting reading; it ,1lso 111,ikes for poor dr.im ,1.
A Sp.inish Histori11 de la Po11cell,1 d'Orlet111s, \\'rirren in I 'i62, constructed ,1 happv ending.
lnsread of burning ar rhc· stake, Joan \\'Oil a series of further Yicrories and serried in Paris bdt:n
\\'ith honors. Her father wa.s benoblcd, her brother made an archbishop, and she herself g.irhrn:d
marri.1ge proposals from se,·er,d European princes. She rccirnl ro her pabce, busving herself by
reading the stories ofancienr heroes and discussing them wirh the king's chronicler. "To write her
history," the author concluded," one should be as eloquent as Joan \\'as Y,dorous, God alone, who
created such a f:unous and nur\'dous \\"0111;111, could \\'rite her chronicle."
Thousands of other \\Tirings, dr.unaric and otherwise, exist about Jo.in, and che1· ob,·iousl:·
arc of unequal merit ,rnd 1·,due. Some are insigniflcanr enough ro merit no serious considLTationc
Some of them, ho\\'.:,-cr well \\'rinen, were nor e,·en meant rob e· taken s.:rio,1sly. Volraire's "\-laid
of Orleans," for example, is a mock heroic by a wrin:r who d id not at all care about rhe rrurhs and
facrs in Jo,rn's lilc. His poem manages to gi,·c no account of Joan's deeds at all.
Oth.:r ficrion writers tried their hand ar Joan's lilc. Mark ·fo·.1in g,1ve ir a slioc in 1895. as did
award-\\'inning ,n1rhor Thomas Kenc.illl' in 1974. Alexandre Dumas pc111wd jeh111111e-l,1-P11celle
111 1842. Bur the ,-er1· first cune from C:l1ristine de Pisan , \\'ho \\Tot<: the· " Di tic de _kannc d 'r\ rc"
111 1/429-\\'hilc Joan still li ved, just fourrcen days afrer Charles· coronation:
tf c)•.1\\1fh1t (/II /,ol/0/11' !O f/,cf,',111i11i11c.
',ex.' Holl' Corl lores it, it 11pp,·,1rs,
\, "!,m ,,II 1/,is grc,11 ,111rl dog~1·rl pmplc
T/1m11g!, 11'/,11111 ,,If rig/,t to rule 11•r1s lost
fly t1 ll'0111t111 is ,,1is,·1I up ,111tl 1no1·cr,,tf. ..
Joan's prese nce in liter.mire includes rhis folk-b.1ll.1d. "L.1 Ch.1mon de Jea nne d'Arc·' (,i uchor
and Jar.: unkno\\'n):
Drt'ss,,r/ like ,111 A111r1zo11
')l1'11nl i11 hi11ul
0

A'-\' ti ll'1llTior Olli'
q 11•c,/1a
~.Jf pn'tfJ' 11icc h11111J'.

T/,u111gl1 lwr J,<'.!_I, n.·11m,,u
T/,,. hcst solrlicn
.}f nrl ,,i/ ti,,. t1m1r d,ll'(i

f

11/loll' i1J /,,.,. _,1,,,s .
.\ rnultilllde or lilrns \\l'll' rrnde· ,11 well. The· most 1i,;nilicant 111cludl' CL"crl fl. De\ !il k', Jo,m
,!,., \Hm11111 (1') 1- ) \\'iii, C L" r;ild111L· l·.1 11.1r: \'icwr Fkrning's lilm 111111g l11grid lkr,;m .111 111 il1L" l.1,··
1,h/01111 0(1lrc ( l 1J.·11), Ji;1sc:d 011 \l.1\\,cll .-\11dcrsu11's pl.11"): /sis. Bn,;111,rn .ii.sci pl.11"L'd 111 thl' l') 'i-1
fil111 Giol'l/111111 t!>Irrn al rogo, \1;11L"d on ,111 01,11orio h,· Cl.1u,kl .111d din·unl l,1· Rnherll> \tJSsl"l\1 111. .\\so , C.1rl \)1e1·c'I·, L11 !',1ssio11rlc j1'111111ct!1lrc, \ 1')28) \\ir h \ l.1r1,1 hlrnn c· 11 1,111d Rohn1 l\rl',·
so,i"s Le f'mC<'S rlc Jc,11111<· rf'.-lrc, ( I ')(,.21 \\ rd, 1'\1 ,r e·11el' C,111u d,·,e·r, l' llll'lll l!l ll.
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princes, barons and other nobles, all of whom she made fight
Dauphin] to crowne himselfe king of France at Reims, chat a litunder herself as principal captain." She certainly was powerful;
tle beofer from rhe English she had woone. Thus after pursued
even had she not lead the armies in a military fashion, she was
she manie bold enterprises to our great displeasure a two yeare
apparently strong enough co force 16,000 armed soldiers to foltogither, for rhe time she kept in state vntill she were taken and
low her. The article even implies they followed against their will.
for heresie and witcherie burned: as in particularities hereafter
The idea of women fighting in medieval France is not so farfollowerh. But in hir prime time she armed at all points (like a
iolie capteine) roade from Poictiers to Blois, and there found
fetched as it may seem. As Coulton says in his book Medieval
Panorama. "Let us remember Chaucer's Wife of Bath capable of men of warre, vittels, and munition, ready to be conueied to
reinforcing 'rhe arrows of her crabbed eloquence' with her fist;
Orleance." The vision of Joan in her "prime time" armed as a
and Harry Bailey's wife; and, in history, rhat Countess of Montjolly captain riding to rhe English soldier's "great displeasure" is
fort whose defense of her husband's castle inspires Froissart's
certainly a pleasing image.
finest pages; or again, the heroine of Perelada; or Jeanne
The heroine's journey begins with four steps that echo rhe
Hachette... " Jeanne Hachette made her name as rhe heroine of early life of Joan. First, the heroine-to-be separates from the
feminine, while at rhe same time, searches for clues to discover
the siege of Beauvais in 1472. Born Jeanne Laisne, she was called
the Hatchet ever after. Michelet said "le was not rare for women to what it means to be a woman. Second, the heroine garhers her
take up arms. They frequently fought in beleaguered cities-witallies and continues her identification wirh rhe masculine. Third,
ness rhe rhirty women wounded at Amiens .. .In the lifetime of she leaves home and, while continuing her search for herself, she
the Main, in those very same years, rhe women of Bohemia were
faces her ogres and dragons on rhe road of trials. Finally, she finds
fighting by rhe side of their men in rhe Hussite Wars." And so it
the boon of success.
was wirh Joan of kc.
Joan's parh begins wirh her explorations into identity-and
From the Chronicles of Enguerrand deMonstrelet, a
into rhe mysteries of womanhood. Medieval French culture and
medieval text translated in 1840, comes the following entry: "On
its views of women shaped Joan's belief system. Women of her
the morrow, which was a
time had quick, sharp tongues
Thursday, Joan rose early, and
rhac they delighted in using,
addressing herself to some of
particularly at rhe expense of
the principal captains, premen. Medieval women of all
vailed on rhem to arm, and
classes were easily offended
follow her, for she wished, as
and prone not only to jealousy
she said, to attack rhe enemy,
and angry words but often to
being fully assured they
physical violence. By Joan's
would be vanquished. These
time, most of Europe was an
captains and orher warriors,
overwhelmingly Christian sosurprised at her words, were
ciety, with Christian beliefs
induced to arm and make
reflected both in laws and patassault... The Maid, after this
terns of behavior. As a result,
victory, returned to Orleans
two important values developed
with the nobles who had
in Joan: a sharp wit and
accompanied her, and with
chastity as a weapon. An ironic
but little loss of men ... Each
picture grows here: The
of [her] rhree captains exerted
Dauphin's chief advisors were
himself manfully at these
clerics and other churchmen,
attacks, so that from 6-8,000
who were put to the test of
combatants were killed or
judging Joan. They thought
taken, while the French did
she could not lead men since
not lose more than 100 men
she did not know men, yet
of all ranks." So, even if she
they could judge her without
did not enjoy rhe down-andknowing women.
dirty fighting, she seems to
Joan identified with her
have been able to motivate
maid image. Virginity is a
her "most expert and gallant
mystery. Many examined her
captains" to be sufficiently
motivation to maintain her
manly to ensure success.
chastity. Was she homosexual?
And here is more, from
Why did she, at rhe promptings
an English point of view in
of her first voice, cake on men's
the Chronicles of Engl,and,
clothing and announce herself
Scot'4nd and lre'4nd: "Then
to be Jehanne La Pucelle? By
fell she Uoan] to worke, and
doing so, she controlled rhe
first defeated indeed the siege
reactions of rhe men she needed
Shakespeare portrayed Joan (Nicole Callendar)as a vill/ainess against the Eng- as allies, as rhey looked to her as
at Orleance, by and by lish
Talbot (David Patric Kelly) in Henry VI Parts I, II and Ill. Theatre for a New
incouraged
him
[The Audience; Fight Direction and photo by/. Allen Suddeth.
something precious to protect,
IO
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"Drop your swords" andfick
up some of the ereates war
films ever made - all from

THE ARMCHAIR
SWASHBUCKLER™~
L13. I Remember Nelson ($69.98)
TSl . Horatio Nelson Mini-Series ($59.98)
M008. Trafalagar - Nelson's Victory ($19.98)
E39. Horatio Nelson ($24.98)
X268. Damn the Defiant ($14.98)
X295 . Captain Horatio Hornblower ($19.98)
X224. Waterloo ($59.98)
E45. Waterloo, Fields of Glory ($24.98)
X993 . 1812: Nap's Road to Moscow ($24.98)
X994. Battle of Austerlitz ($79.98)
X995. Austerlitz British Documentary ($24.98)
X780. Napoleon - Abel Gance ($29.98)
X996. Napoleon - 1956 Welles ($14.98)
X997. The Pride and the Passion ($19.98)
X2544. War & Peace - Hollywood ($29.98)
X254. War & Peace-Russian Version ($79.98)
X782 . War & Peace - British Version ($149.98)
X604. Sharpe's Set #1, Rill,,.EasJes,Companr. &Enemy (S89.98)
X605. Sharpe's Set #2,Hooot,Go.i,e,n~,&s-,t ($89.98)
X660. Sharpe's Set #3, Si,ge, Missioo, Regimo"' 1($69.98)
X661 , Sharpe's Set #4, wa1erloo ($69.98)
BFS98. Sharpe: The Legend ($19.98)
X226. Kolberg ($29.98)
X267. Duell ists ($14.98)
X275. Buccaneer ($14.98)
X991 . Admiral Ushakov - Russian Only ($24.98)
M0Ol. Helen ofTroy ($19 .98)
X225 . Zulu• Widescreen ($19.98)
E9B . Zulu Dawn ($29.98)
X227. Last of the Mahicans with R. Scott ($29.98)
X228, Chg, of the Lt. Brigade, 19l6or .,,. ($19.98)
X229. Drums Along the Mohawk ($19.98)
X231. Unconquered ($14.98)
Q002 . Mosby's Marauders ($29.98)
X236. Last Command ($19.98)
X237. The Alamo Restored Ver5ion ($29.98)
X600. Culloden (1964 BBC Ve15ionJ ($29.98)
DI0l. Constantine & the Cross ($19.95)
X650. Black Swan with Tyrone Power ($19.98)
X242 . Drums in the Deep South ($19.98)
MOOS. The Bruce - Oliver Reed, 1996 ($24.98)
M006. Chasing the Deer (Culloden) ($24.98)
X781. Flame over India ($19.98)
X248. The Blue & the Gray uncut version ($34.98)
X249. Shenandoah ($19.98)
X250. Man Without a Country ($19,98)
X25 l . Gettysburg ($24.98)
X252. Ken Burns Civil War Set ($129.98)
2019. Gettysburg Collectors Set ($99.98)
X787. The Scarlet Pimpernel 191&011m ($19.98)
X283. Scaramouche ($19.98)
IIWK. If I Were King ($19.98)
X260, Alexander Nevsky ($19.98)
D07. Splendid Little War ($29,98)
X786. Bonnie Prince Charlie ($19.98)
X264. El Cid - Restored Version ($29 .98)
X265. Khartoum ($19.98)

Here's your chance to own some of
the best adventure films now
available-all in stock and ready
to ship directly to you!
This is not a video club! You order
what you want, when you want it- and
you get it almost before you order it!
These very special action films are quality guaranteed, so you
can treasure them for years to come, Plus, they make great gifts!
X266. Cromwell ($19.98)
TYBM, Two Years Before the Mast ($29.98)
X270. Four Feathers 191s0r 1910 ($19.98)
X271. Beau Geste ($14.98)
X276. Glory ($19 .98)
D06. The Rough Riders ($1 9. 98)
Z020. Birth of a Nation - expanded ($34.98)
ZOl 5. Breaker Morant ($19.98)
M09. Adventures of Robin Hood Flynn ($19,98)
X788. Massacre at Glen Coe ($29.98)
Z013. Rob Roy - Richard Todd ($19.98)
X286. Old Ironsides ($29.98)
X287. Alexander the Great ($19.98)
MlO. Masada- Uncut ($129.98)
X789. Jason & the Argonauts ($19.98)
X291. Seven Samurai - Restored ($34.98)
X292. Port Arthur ($39.98)
X293. Battle of Japan Sea ($39.98)
D02 . Three Musketeers with York ($19.98)
D03 . Four Musketeers with York ($19.98)
W910. The Winter War ($29.98)
X323. The Bridge· Dubbed or Subtilled ($29.98)
X777. Stalingrad - Dubbedor5ubtitled($29.98)
XOF. Cross of Iron ($29.98)
Ml3. Braveheart ($24.98)
M0l 4. William Wallace - True Story ($24.98)
Ml 5. Last Valley - widescreen ($14.98)
PRl. Captain Blood ($19.98)
PR2. Captain Kidd ($19 .98)
PR4. Crimson Pirate ($19.98)
PR6. Reap the Wild Wind ($14.98)
PR7. His Majesty O'Keefe ($19 .98)
PR8. Master of Ballantrae ($19.98)
PR9. The Sea Hawk ($19.98)
PRl 1. Adventures of Don Juan ($19.98)
PRl 2. Treasure Island· Disney ($19.98)
PR14. Black Pirate - Fairbanks ($29.98)
PRl 5. Robin Hood - Fairbanks ($29.98)
PR16. Black Swan with Tyrone Power ($19.98)
PRl 7. The Armada ($24.98)
PR19. Anne of 1000 Days ($19.98)
PR21. John Paul Jones ($19.98)
PR23. Sinbad the Sailor ($29.98)
PR24. 7th Voyage of Sinbad ($19.98)

ORDER TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS 1-800-365-2104

*

PR25. Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger ($79 ,98)
PR26. The Vikings ($19.98)
PR99A. The Viking Sagas ($19.98)
PR99B , Adv. of Capt Fabian ($19.98)
PR99C. Duelling Set 3 Volumes ($39.98)
PR99D. The Fencing Master ($69.98)
PR99E. By The Sword ($69.98)
PR99F. Eric the Conqueror ($24,98)
PR99G. Princess Bride ($19.98)
PR99H . Mask of Zorro ($19.98)
PR99I. Prisoner of Zenda 38 or 56 ($19.98)
PR99J. Sword and the Rose ($19.98)
WX803 .l Knights Teutonic Order ($59.98)
MMV31 . Great Swashbucklers ($19.98)
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o evaluate and appreciate Joan, it becomes necessary to
explore the hlstorical context of her life. Historians traditionally date The Hundred Years' War .&om 1337 to
1453, but as in most wars, origins of the conflict can be traced
far earlier. Much of the struggle was based on the disputed
succession of the French Capetian throne, when the three
brothers of the line died without surviving male issue. Edward II
of England survived as next closest kin; however, his rdationshlp
to the throne was through his mother Isabella. Edward's
opponents argued that Philip of Valois' claim was more sound,
as he was a distant cousin of the late king through the male line.
He was called to the throne as Philip VI. Although Edward did
not immediatdy press his claim, the two remained rivals; and,
as economic necessity reared its head in England, Edward began
sparring with Philip. England needed the French markets to sell
wool and to buy wine.
Although the question of succession brought the conflict to
a head, examination reveals other indications of politiGal strife.
England and France of the thirteen hundreds looked quite
different .&om today's Elll'opcan nations, filled with semiautonomous vassal states. In England, political authority had
become centralized and institutionalized, a process that was
gaining momentum in France as well. The central-powered
monarchy proved incompatible with the English and French
feudal systems.
Increasing the confusion, boundaries between the two
nations also laGlced clarity. William of Normandy had conquered
England in 1066, creating a French state on both sides of the
English channel. Eleanor of Aquitane, repudiated by Louis VII
of France, married Henry Plantagenet (later Henry II, King of
England) in 1152. So, the development of the two nations was
far from independent.
The skirmishes between the two rivals came to a head
with Edward Ill's crushing defeat of Philip VI at Crecy
(1346). Edward captured Calais in 1347. The Black Prince,
son of Edward II, took John the Good prisoner at Poitiers in
1356. By the time Charles VI rose to the throne in France,
things had calmed down a bit. Unfortunately for France, however, Charles soon developed signs of madness. The French
king's uncles, the Dukes of Orleans and Burgundy, began
squabbling bitterly. The continuing rivalry between Orleans
and Burgundy gave Henry V of England his chance at
fame-his brilliant victory at Agincourt (1415).
After the battle, Duke Philip the Good and all his Blll'gundian subjects sided with the English. The mad king's wife,
Queen Isabella, also turned to the English and disowned her
son, the Dauphln, the title given to Frencli arown princes. The
Treaty of Troyes (1420) signed by Charles VI, decreed that the
throne of France would pass to the son of his daughter. Conveniently, Charles and Isabella's daughter Catherine had married
the English Henry V, further joining the two royal houses, and
making it likely that the crown would le:gally pass to England.
In 1422, both Charles VI and Henry V died, leaving the baby
Henry VI as king of France and England. Many FrcnGh subjects
decried this arrangement; their only hope was the Dauphin, a
weak, plcasuKrsccking and frightened young man.
It was France's darkest hol!l'.

------JR

not to take. A young woman must be filled with fear to be surrounded by soldiers following countless years of brutal civil war.
The mystery is nothing more than successful self-preservation.
On the second step of Joan's heroic path, she continues her
identification with the masculine. Her clothing attracted the
attention of the early chroniclers. "On warfar rode she in armour
cap a pie & mustered as a man, before hir an ensigne all white,
wherin was Jesus Christ painted with a floure delice in his hand."
Even though her male garb was eventually given as the reason for
her condemnation, the church's law was quire unequivocal on
the right of women to wear male dress in certain circumstances.
The church did not object if it was necessary for the preservation
of life or chastity, or even if poverty required it.
As Joan continues along her heroic journey, attracting allies to
her cause, she must act; she must leave home to accomplish her
objectives. She secs our both literally and allegorically, reminiscent
of the idea of home leaving. Home leaving involves stepping outside one's culture and personal history to redefine oneself
through spirituality, teachings and community. Joan's life
embodies chis process.
Theoretical ground is laid, bur can Joan be courageous in
practice? Will she gain the ability to fight her dragons? Many
obstacles stand before her. She must find a way to travel to Chinon. She must somehow persuade the Dauphin to let her save
him and France. She must enlist the aid of the jealous and confused Captain Gilles de Rais.
Finally, Joan finds the boon of success. As Hardy said in
1879, "It would take a miracle for the Dauphin (le petit roi de
Bourges) to keep his crown. And God made that miracle. Jeanne
Dare reinforced the confidence of the old, disheartened captains.
She revived the energy of the middle classes in the villages ... and
the soil of France was little by little reconquered."
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Attacking from behind, lesgate (Ken Smith) strangles Margot (Ricki G. Ravitts) in Festival Theatre's production of Dial "M" for Murder. Fight Direction by Richard
Raether, photo by Robert Cholke.

T

by Paul Gelineau

he most difficult questions to answer about the use of
violence against women in the theatre are Should it be
staged? Should theatre artists be responsible for society's
reactions? What purpose does violence against women on stage
serve for the playwright, the production?
Herein is provided important information about the facts surrounding violence against women as well as the tools and strategies
that will help the director/choreographer to make responsible and
knowledgeable decisions about staging such an activity. More
research is encouraged on the part of the actors and directors.
Without proper research, the artist cannot truthfully convey the
playwright's meaning or question the choices. Al; Fight Master
Dale Girard has often said, "We always expect that the actor know
and understand what they are saying in order to give a truthful and
full performance. However it is equally important for the actor to
know and understand his or her physical action. The director and
choreographer must use choreography as physical dialogue to
enhance and advance plays which house violence. How and when
a character fights back, and how the perpetrator anacks, if they
anack, are as important as the words they choose and the way they
are delivered." (Master Class Brochure/Kineston 91)
The Fight Master-----+ Spring/Summer 1999

By identifying relevant information about violence against
women in the real world, as well as information about the
aggressors, the victims and the actor's process and rehearsal
strategies, the director/choreographer can make this type of staging
more responsible, accurate and effective. This information will
also be helpful to writers developing characters and situations
where violence against a woman is used in a play.
SETTING UP THE REHEARSAL FOR
THE STAGING OF THE VIOLENCE
When staging an attack against a female character in a play the
director/choreographer (hereafter referred to as the director)
muse communicate certain things to make the actors, both male
and female, comfortable. In many situations, the director will
stage the attack very mechanically (turn here, put your hand on
her breast here). This usually makes the transition into physical
contact easier because the actors are thinking in terms of technique. However, there is a point in rehearsal where the actors will
have co commit emotionally to the staging, and it is often at this
point that any personal baggage the actor may be carrying comes
out. One productive way to minimize the potential emotional
harm on the actor and the staging is to ensure from the beginning

•

of the rehearsal that the actors know and sexual comments about the relationships and situation. When it comes to a specific
understand chat they are going to place
actor being victimized, this bantering must be stopped by the director. The bantering is
themselves in a vulnerable situation and
fine if the director can confirm that all the actors are okay with it. The easiest way to do
that everyone recognizes it. By doing this
this is to ask: "If this horsing around is bothersome to anyone let it be known." Just
the director is acknowledging that it may opening the door is sufficient.
be difficult and that everyone is there for
It is important for the director not to initiate sexual or sexist banter. He must stay
chem. Ir is also important to ensure that as far removed from it as possible. He must maintain neutrality. When the director
the actors understand the overall purpose
knows he will be staging the violence in a day or two, he can gently start initiating a
of the staging and what they as actors will
more sensitive bantering in order to avoid inappropriate comments when the actors are
be communicating to the audience. The
most vulnerable. Not being able to control sexual or sexist bantering between the actors is
given situation has a meaning and a a common obstacle that directors create for themselves. Often the director might not even
greater goal. Example: If the actors know
know that someone has become hypersensitive. This vulnerability manifests itself in an
that they are putting themselves in this
actor not being able to commit to a scene or a moment. Their emotional commitment
situation because it will make the audience
to the other character becomes less truthful. If this happens with an actor in rehearsal,
truly understand the pain of the character it is too late. One may be able to relax the actors a little, but one will never accomplish
and the evilness of the act, they have a in that moment the truthfulness one had hoped.
greater purpose for exploring this discomIf an actor becomes uncomfortable with another actor, or another person, the
fort and understanding their function.
director can do very little to regain that person's confidence. The actor has made a
The actors should also know that if judgement toward the other actor and, therefore, the director certainly would not be
they have difficulty with
able to change that in two weeks.
something that the direcIf an actor performing becomes
tor wants that it will be
uncomfortable with an action (as
changed for them without
opposed to a person) the director
question. This support
or choreographer has more options.
and sensitivity must be
The director can always change
given to the aggressor as
the action.
well. In fact if the female
Another common mistake
playing the victim sees
with young directors is a lack of
and understands that the
flexibility with the chosen action.
male actor playing the
If the actor has problems executing
aggressor also needs supcertain physical actions, it is not
port, a bond is usually
the director's function to find out
established between them.
why, because it may be too personal.
She recognizes that she is
If it is a physical limitation, the
not alone in this exploractor generally tells the director, "I
ation of vulnerability. The
have a bad wrist, I can't do that."
director should also keep
If it is something else, the actor
an eye out for potential
will most often say something like,
negative effects manifested
"I can't do it, I don't know what is
in the stage manager and
wrong with me." The director
other actors. They too
must be sensitive to this type of
must understand that they
comment and immediately make
the actor know that he is sensitive
are part of this exploration of vulnerability and
to his feelings even though he does
that they are supported in
not know what they are. "OK, if
that doesn't feel good, do you
any feelings they may
have in rehearsal.
want to try something else? What
There is often a tendo you want to try?" If it is somedency in rehearsal for
thing personal and private the
actors (men and women) For a modern interpretation of a Greek myth, Tereus (Mike Rhyne) attacks his actor will say, "Yes I want to try
bride to be, Phi/ome/e (Kate Middleton), in love of the Nightingale at Universito make sexual comments ty of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Fight Direction and photo by Jeff A.R. Jones.
something else, how about ... " In
about their characters or
many cases what the actor suggests
the situations in the play and rehearsal.
will be appropriate because he has given some thought to the suggestion. If the director
This bantering is usually quite harmless suggests chat the actors "play with it," the actor will likely find something as effective.
and crosses the genders. However it is
If it is not a personal obstacle the actor will generally say something like: "No, I can get
essential for the director to be acutely it, I'm just thinking too much."
aware of how it might affect the actors.
If the director feels the actor needs to change something to make it more truthful,
Often the effects of this repartee is not
then he should change it. The director cannot force truthfulness in a theatrical moment
evident until it is too late. Example:
(violent or not). Please noce that there is a major difference between an actor wanting
Everyone is laughing and making sexist or to change a moment because he is uncomfortable and wanting to change a moment
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because he wants to direct it. Identifying the difference is important
and can be accomplished by being sensitive to the actor's actions
and non-actions. If the actor is uncomfortable with a staging
choice and the director has clearly let him know from the
beginning that he is free to feel that way, the actor will most likely
share this discomfort in rehearsal or in private with the director.
If the actor is unable to produce the desired effects in other parts
of the play as well as the violent section, the director most likely
has a weak actor and anything the director asks him to explore
will be a problem. If the actor explores quite freely in other
pares of the play and cannot do the activity asked of him in the
violent sequence, he is being blocked by something. Whether
the actor shares the discomfort, he or she is obviously uncomfortable and it should be changed without questioning why.
Therefore, by observing the actors in their exploration process
the director can more easily pinpoint why the problem is
occurring. By making himself aware of the actor's actions and
non-actions from the beginning, the director can more clearly
decode the behavior.
Humor is important in rehearsal, but sensitivity to the
effects of this humor as well as the control of its targets becomes
very important to a director and choreographer. When staging
an act of violence that may involve vulnerable feelings in the
performers, the director must understand and be sensitive to
reactions or non-reactions in his cast. The age of the cast and
their personal experience will also be a factor. However old or
young the actors, the director and choreographer must keep his
eyes and ears open to the signs of vulnerability and anxiety in
the work environment.

FACTS THAT THE ACTOR AND DIRECTOR
SHOULD CONSIDER
In Battering of Women, writer and researcher Larry Tifft discusses
the questions and emotional reaction to women who are abused.
They include a series of questions which may be helpful to an actor
trying to portray and explore what the victims ask themselves.
They include:
• What really happened?
• Why did this happen to me?
• Why did I act as I did?
• Why have I reacted as I have since then?
• What if this happens again?
• What does this battering mean for me, for my vision of the
world? For my marriage? My future?
After repeated assaults the victims become convinced that
they are to blame for any problems anyone in their family or
close relationships experience. The woman then tries much harder
to please, help, or act as a buffer between her partner and the
outside world. In time the battered woman's focus in life is her
abusive partner. Her identity, her existence, her fate and happiness
is defined by his terms. This information becomes very important
in exploring the character relationships and the text. The actor
must ask, "Where in this slow process of disempowerment is the
character?" If it is unclear (Example: one does not know how
long she has been assaulted) one must fill in the blanks for the
actor and the relationship, even if the playwright has not.
Ir is also important to note that in extreme cases of abuse the
victim begins to feel as though she deserves the beatings and in
some cases encourages the activity when she is angry at herself for
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a failure. Example: a woman is angry at herself for breaking a
dish, so she will leave it out for the abuser to see, knowing she
will get punished, a punishment she feels she deserves. These
very extreme psychological effects sometimes lead to suicide due
to self-hatred caused by the abuse. This is the basic progression
of victims and long-term emotional manifestations.
PORTRAYING THE ABUSER
Some research, according to Tifft, indicates that abusive men have
difficulty forming close relationships. They are often emotionally
dependent on their intimate relationships, tend to hold patriarchal
sex-stereotypical values and subscribe to rigid sex-role definitions.
These abusers constantly express jealousy, do not recognize the real
effects of their violence and have often been exposed to violence
as children (parental or child abuse). Violence against women
and battering behavior are tactics intended to change who the
victim is as a person. Physical and psychological abuse against
women allows the abuser to deconstruct the victims sense of
identity and obstruct the unfolding of her human potential. Violence against women is a chosen behavior. Although it can be
influenced by substance abuse, emotional trauma, the behavior is
justified by the aggressor according to the following beliefs:
• They believe that they are entitled to control their partner.
• They believe that violence is permissible and conclude that
they are ethical/moral people even if they choose violence against
their partner.
• They believe that violence will produce the desired effect or
minimize a more negative behavior.
• They believe that this violence will not unduly endanger
them. They believe they will not sustain physical harm, nor suffer
legal, economic or personal consequences that will outweigh the
benefits of the beatings
Lesbianism or any affection between women is a threat to an
abuser. To the abuser, lesbianism represents a move out of sexual and
economic dependency on men because it is woman-identified. A
lesbian is perceived as someone who is out ofline, and is not dependent on men for anything; therefore, a threat to the man's status.
In many abuse cases, calling a woman a lesbian serves as a
threat that she is getting out of line. Homophobia serves to keep
the woman in line, avoiding a movement towards any kind of
freedom. Calling the victim a lesbian is used to disempower the
woman and keep her vulnerable to violence and abuse.
Physical violence against women most frequently serves to
maintain or reestablish power relations. A few facts on power
relationships between men and women and how an abuser maintains control should be examined. These actions come before an
attack-or serve as a threat of potential violence if behavior is not
altered in such a way as to satisfy the aggressor.
• screaming in her face
• criticizing her ideas
• refusing to talk to her
• denying her presence
• interrupting her (controlling her voice)
• attacking her personhood
• undermining her sense of self worth
• getting her to question her perceptions and judgments
• threatening to take her children
• coercing sex acts
• controlling her contact with others
• withholding approval

Choking is used on Margot (Ricki G. Ravitts) by Lesgote (Ken Smith) in Festival
Theatre's Dial "M" for Murder. Fights by Richard Raether, photo by Robert Cha/ke.

Physical violence tends to make these alternative modes of control
more effective in enforcing compliance.
FACT ABOUT POINT OF ATTACK
When considering an abusive relationship on stage it may be
important to consider that research has shown, as stated in Tiffi's
Battering o/Women, that battering most often results in injury to
a woman's mouth first (most likely to silence her voice) followed
by blows to the breasts and abdomen. This information,
although brutal to hear is very different from what is most often
used in staging. Most often when staging an attack on a woman,
she is thrown to the ground, dragged around and occasionally
slapped. This is not realistic. A punch to the mouth of a woman
is a much more brutal and symbolic act of the relationship, and
communicates a very different visual for the audience to digest.
This is of course an important fact to consider if the attack on
the woman is intended to show realism.
UNDERSTANDING THE BALANCE OF POWER
BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN IN LIGHT OF
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN.
Since some men rape, batter, execute and imprison women to
empower themselves, all women have and must become conscious
of the power and presence of men in everyday situations. Women
must consider limiting their spatial and developmental mobility
and must generally restructure their interactions with others, especially men. Because some men batter, all women must become
conscious and wary of male control, hostility and anger. Most
abused women become fearful of confronting male authority.
This is not to say that women cannot overcome those fears
and obstacles but simply that they must be aware of this male
control for their own safety as well as their advancement in society.
An abuser uses this power in every relationship he has with
women and although he may not use physical violence to gain the
desired response, this inherent power relationship is used as a threat.
Although most women understand this struggle, it is rarely
explored in production with the sensitivity needed to make it
effective for the audience to believe.
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Although Maupin never fought in female attire, in Duellists: The Forgotten Champions at Theatre 1010, the skirted Maupin (Ricki Ravitts) wins against Phillipe
(Campbell Bridges) to the amazement af De L'Envers (Justin Lewis) and Antoine (Paul Stafford). Fights by Ricki Ravitts, photo by Lee Snider/Photo Images.
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ne of the most mysterious yet fascinating women in history is Mademoiselle
D'Aubigny Maupin, who, masquerading as a man, cut an unforgettable swath as
a duelist in 17th century France. Her name was made famous in the 19th century
by the imaginative novelise Theophile Gautier who, using her life as an inspiration,
wrote a seductive novel in 1835, Mademoiselle Maupin, about a woman who dresses as
a man in her pursuit of the perfect lover.
Mlle. Maupin's story begins in 1670. Her father, Gaston D'Aubigny, was secretary
to Count Armagnac, who was Master of the Horse to Louis XIV, Her father's position
gave her access to the best teachers and literary men of the day, who were employed to
train the pages of the royal stables of Count Armagnac. Her father, who was noted for
his formidable fencing style, trained her to fence (as a man) as he did all the pages of
the royal stables. At twelve years of age, Mlle. D'Aubigny knew all there was to know on
the art of fencing, and by sixteen she could hold her own with the best fencers in France.
She may have even studied with Andre Vernesson de Liancour who also taught at the
Petite Salle.
Her physical beauty and her skills as a fencer brought her to the attention of Count
Armagnac and she became his mistress. The Count arranged for her to marry Monsieur
Franc;:ois Maupin. By the time she was seventeen the Count had tired of her and offered
her husband a small position in the provinces so that the couple would move from Paris.
Mademoiselle Maupin refused to accompany her husband because the salary; she insisted,
would not support the two of them.
She fell in love with Seranne, a gentleman who worked for her father. Serrane and
Maupin lived together and frequented the salle d'armes of Paris. In 1688 Seranne was
involved in a fatal duel and was forced to leave Paris. Boasting of his property and riches in his native MarseiUes, he convinced the eighteen year old Maupin to accompany
him. With Count Armagnac's men pursuing chem, they disguised themselves as Cavaliers and traveled to Marseilles where Maupin realized Seranne had lied about his financial position.
They managed to pay for their room and board by giving nightly fencing exhibi-

tions in the tavern where they were staying. It is said that when the audience
questioned her gender Maupin would tear
open her shirt revealing her breasts to
prove her gender to the audience.
While in Marseilles Maupin auditioned for Pierre Gaultier, the director of
the Academy of Music. Upon hearing her
sing with her untutored contralto voice
with its notable volume and rich timbre,
Gaultier hired her at once. Her debut was
a brilliant success and she was known as
Mlle. D'Aubigny on the playbills.
Her diverse sexual nature surfaced
while singing in the opera house at Bordeaux when Maupin fell in love with a
young girl. Maupin wrote her passionate
love letters, and although the girl was
hesitant, Maupin was very insistent and
was able to change her mind. When the
young girl's parents placed her in the
Convent of Visitandines at Avignon,
Maupin followed her there. Maupin
gained access to the convent and managed
to escape with the young girl by putting
the body of a recently deceased nun in the
bed and setting fire to the convent. Three
months later when the dead girl returned
to her parents, an edict was published
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debut in the Paris Opera at the age of 20
young bass singer, Gabriel-Vincent Thevethroughout France condemning "Sier"
singing the role of Pallas in Lully's
nard, who accompanied her to Paris.
D'Aubigny to death by fire. Dressed as a
Hennione and Cadmus. With her lively
In Paris she went to Count Armagnac
musketeer, Mlle Maupin fled southern
and cavalier manner and her unusually
for his help in quai;hing the warrant for her
France and headed for Paris.
death. Armagnac put in a word for her strong voice, Maupin was especially sucStopping at an inn near Tours, she
cessful in roles where she abandoned her
with
Louis XIV and three days later the
found herself drinking and arguing with a
hairdo and fan and wore a
group of young cavaliers. Rising
helmet and lance. The Marto leave, she accidentally spilt
quis of Danageau de-scribed
wine on a young nobleman,
Maupin's voice as "the most
Louis-Joseph d'Albert de Luynes,
beautiful voice in the
who, in trying to restrain her,
world." She appeared in
tore her lace cuff. This encounrevivals of other works by
ter resulted in her first duel.
Lully
throughout the course
In the inn yard, Maupin
of her career, and she created
twice parried d'Albert's thrusts
more than twenty-nine roles
before her riposte ran her blade
in her fifteen years with the
six inches through his shoulder.
Paris Opera.
After helping him to bed, D'AlBeing a cause celebre,
bert refused to be cured unless
popular ballads of the day
she nursed him back to health.
It was a long convalescence and Fighting a la Maupin. This woman (Tina Robinson-Hansen, right) fights dressed as a often told of Mlle. Maupin's
man against her opponent (Ba Thomas). Fight direction by Tina Robinson-Hansen,
notorious exploits outside
even though the two of them photo by faren jansby.
the opera. One involves an
would have numerous lovers
encounter with Dumeni, an incredibly
King annulled the verdict on the condition
after this encounter it is said that D'Albert
conceited tenor of the company who often
she enter the Royal Academy of Music. She
was the true love of her life.
strutted about the dressing rooms making
and Thevenard both applied and gained
When D'Albert was called back to
obscene proposals to the women in the
admission to the singing school and were
Paris, Maupin attempted to follow him.
company. When Maupin turned her back
both employed at the Paris Opera.
She stopped and worked for awhile at the
on him, he gurgled a coarse epithet which
On December 4, 1690, she made her
opera house in Rouen where she met a
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state of great violence and
provoked Maupin to chaltransported with fury," she
lenge him with "we will
seized the sheep's pluck
speak of this again." That
from the spit and beat him
evening, dressed as a
with it. Cursing, Maupin
man, she met Dumeni in
turned on the servant and
the shadows of the Place
striking her with the door
des Victoires at the corner
key inflicted a wound
of Rue d'Aubusson and
above the right eye. Then
Rue de la Feuillade and
rushing the servant, the
challenged him to draw
two of them fell to the
his sword by cuffing him
stone floor of the kitchen
alongside his head. When
he refused to draw, she
with Maupin kicking and
punching and tearing off
beat him to his knees with
ndrew Wernesson de Liancour was an eminent French Fencing the servant's cap.
a cane and then returned
Master who taught at the Petite Stables run by Count Armagnac
When D'Albert, the
to confiscate his snuff box
at
the end of the 17th century. His theories, terminology and love of her life, returned to
and watch. The next day
in the Green Room of the system are recognizably modern. He emphasized speed, finesse and the Paris from the Low Counopera, Dumeni described economy of motion. He attacked on the lunge and fought up and down an tries, Maupin lived with
imaginary line while still using passes and vo/tes. Llancour recognized the him. As the son of the
the incident claiming he
guards and thrusts of prime, tierce, quarte, seconde, quinte and septime but
Duke of Lieynes and Anne
had been attacked by
only advocated engagements in quarte and tierce and parries in carte, tierce,
de Rohan Mont-bazon, he
three robbers. Before the
seconde and septime. Like Jean Baptiste Le Perche du Coudray, who classified
was the darling of society
entire company Maupin and systematized the art of the smallsword, he favored a distinct riposte.
called him a liar and with
He favored simple parries rather than the circular ones (contre and prized at court. His
a flair revealed herself in
degagement) of the Italians. He disliked circular parries because of the military ex-plaits made
possession of his snuffbox weight of the sword in the hand and found a simple parry more dependable. him the idol of the French
and watch.
While Llancour discouraged the circular parry, he favored the occasional use army. Before he returned
Another ballad tells of of the universal parry, which was a very wide, sweeping semi-circular parry, to military service at the
her falling out with The- starting from high tierce and ending in low seconde. It was virtually foolproof Siege of Na-mir, he managed to break a number of
venard, the bass singer she against a simple attack but could be easily deceived by a compowid attack.
had traveled with from
While Liancour is credited with developing the lunge into its fully hearts and fight two duels
Rouen. While performing modern form, like Le Perche, he allowed the student to roll over the left in Paris.
It is after this that
on stage, she secretly bit foot on its side as well as allowed the trunk of the body to fall forward in
Maupin began to live a
his ear, and he pinched an attempt to attain more reach.
As a teacher he used several varieties of foil for practice with his life of debauchery going
her violently while they
continued to sing amor- students. Liancour's foil was unusually light while his pupil's was much from one lover to another.
ously to each other. Then heavier than normal as well as shorter. The shorter blade instilled in the She was attracted to
remembering the incident student patience for any final commitment to an attack since there was women as well as men,
with Dumeni, Thevenard also the danger of a stop hit. The student's foil also lacked a guard which and it is said that she once
attempted suicide when
was so terrorized by forced the student to make clean parries with the forte of the blade.
Llancour taught the jlanconnade or an attack to the right flank which her love for the French
Maupin that he ate and
was executed with opposition. It was delivered into the octave quarter of
soprano Fanchon Moreau,
slept in his dressing room
the target, the hand being fully pronated and kept low, in some cases even
the mistress of the
for fear of being attacked
below the level of the point.
Dauphin,
was spurned.
by her. He wrote her a letHe forbade the use of the left hand, and disapproved of sidestepping
One evening dressed
ter to make peace and she to avoid an attack. He advocated disarms, which he taught, and the coupe
made him ask for forgiveor cut-over. The coupe became a distinct feature of the French school as a man, she crashed the
ness on his knees before having the distinct advantage against an opponent who drops his hand gate of a masquerade ball
at the Palais-Royal of
the entire company.
and elevates his point too much
Maupin also chalHis book, The Master ofArms; or, The Exercise ofthe Single Sword in Phillippe of France. While
lenged Baron de Servan, a Its Pe,fection, was originally published in 1686 and again in 1692 in Ams- dancing with a Marquise,
shameless swashbuckler,
terdam. Liancour's books were instrumental in spreading the new French Maupin made some sugwho was always telling style of fencing throughout Europe and England and were used as a model gestive proposal, and then
she tried to passionately
accounts in the foyer of the by French and English masters until the latter part of 18th century.
....,..._ _ _ LCM embrace her. The Marfavors he had received from
quise screamed and three
ladies. Maupin, accusing
A report by the Paris magistrate dated
him of lying, called him out and ran him
jealous suitors of the Marquise encircled
Sept 6, 1700 further attests to Maupin's
through the arm. The ballads of the day
the couple. Maupin replied, "At your
claimed she dug her nails into his face, and
bellicose nature. Upon arriving home at
service, gentlemen. I will await you
the next morning his hose and doublet
the Rue Saint-Honore, Maupin demanded
beneath the first lamp on the street at St.
were riddled with swordthrusts.
her supper from her landlord and "in a Thomas-du Louire."
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Leaving the ball she went to Saint and travelled to Madrid in the company was having a fling with the Duchesse de
Thomas du Louire and upon her arrival
ofbandoleros. Unable to secure work as a Luxembourg, the wife of a marshal! of
found the lamp extinguished. She singer, she became a maid to Countess court. Maupin obviously disliked the
Duchess. While kneeling in prayer beside
encountered the three men at the Quai du
Marino, an Italian beauty who was
her in a church Maupin threatened to cut
Louvre. The first drew and engaged
intolerably exacting. Maupin, vowing to
Maupin so suddenly that she laughed.
get revenge, put radishes in the back of her throat if D 'Albert was ever in her bed
again. D'Albert was imprisoned for dueling
"Gently, gently! A little patience, my the Countess' hair for a big state function
with the marshal! and
Lord. You seem to desire
retiring to bed at a very
Louis XIV took his capearly hour." She dallied
taincy away from him.
Upon release from prison
with him a while and
in 1703, D'Albert left
riposting his second
attack she said, "I've had
France and went to
enough, I couch." Her
Bavaria. Maupin sent him
first attacker collapsed co
long letters in rhymed
his knees. She immedicouplets supposedly comately went on guard
posed by Druchet, and
D'Albert would sent his
again and the second
adversary attacked at
reply in verse.
once. Soon she had the
When D'Albert marsecond attacker pinned
ried Compiegne Mlle.
against the wall and
Montigny, the late mispiercing his shoulder bid
tress of the Elector of
him adieu. She barely
Bavaria, Maupin forsook
had time co come on
men forever and became
the lover of the La Marguard again when the
third attacker came at
quise de Florensac.
her. She played with him
When Florensac died in
while parrying his strong
July 1705 after a long illattacks. Hearing the
ness, Maupin was totally
sound of footsteps, she
crushed. She retired from
pressed the cavalier more
the Opera and entered a
strongly. She feinted,
convent. She wrote D'Althen chose the low line
bert from the convene.
and sunk her point into
His reply is said to have
the young man's thigh.
been a monument of
"Touche," he said as he
selfishness and hypocrisy.
fell. Maupin replied, A Ion parry is used by Maupin (Ricki Ravitts) against Phillipe (Campbell Bridges) in Duellists: The
In November of 1707
"Anything else would Forgotten Champions at Theatre 101 0. Fights by Ricki Ravitts, photo by Lee Snider/Photo Images. the woman who had
have surprised me!" Havonce been the talk of
ing wounded all three men, Maupin and then fled the country before the
Paris, died unknown in a convent at the
returned to the ball and apprised the host Countess returned home.
age of 37 and was buried in the church of
of the situation and went home assuming
After a three-year absence, Maupin
Saint Andre-des Arts. No name appeared
she would be arrested, but Louis XIV was
returned to Paris in 1698 where her career
upon her tombstone. She was referred to as
in a tolerant humor claiming the laws
in the Paris Opera flourished from 1698
"the honorable wife ofFran~ois Maupin."
against dueling governed men and not
to 1705. When Mlle. Marie Le Rochois
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wo characters enter the stage. They
are obviously at odds with each
other. They look dangerous; at any
moment they might fly into violence.
Suddenly, one offends the other and they
dash towards each other, stopping face to
face with fists clenched and eyes staring.
What happens next? Since this was not a
planned fight, almost as an after thought,
the actors disengage. The audience is left
wondering if they missed something.
This conflict illustrates a common
problem in today's theatre: a lack of
understanding and respect for proximity.
It can manifest itself in subtle or gross
ways. In the example given, the two characters violently invaded the personal
space of the other. Ignoring the spatial
changes, the actor exited the space without resolving the situation. Once this
personal space is invaded, it must be
acknowledged and resolved, by the
actors, not simply ignored. In the given
example, the wonderfully dangerous
characters those actors created were completely discredited. Often this oversight is
seen on stage. The audience may not
know the reason, but they do sense something is wrong. They may simply feel the
moment is false or staged. A grosser
example of the same problem occurs is a
staged fight: the two actors rush together,
find their marks, then come en garde,
then start the fight. Proximity, therefore,
is the appropriate and conscious use of,
and reaction to, space specific to circumstance and character.
This is an examination of the various
aspects of personal space and will apply
specific parameters to reactions. The goal
is to find a truthful process for the actor
to discover appropriate reactions to space
and distance both in and out of conflict.
It is divided into four parts:
I. An examination of the actors own
personal space, and how that space is
defined through circumstance.
2. An examination of governors:
time, proportion, judgment. These parameters shall help define a vocabulary for
appropriate and inappropriate reactions
to circumstance giving the actor an active
choice in the moment.
3. Putting attributes into action.
4. Putting the actions into a process
of discovery in rehearsal.
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Shakespeare 160 I (paraphrased)

When actors get too close, rnmbut
loses theotrical tension, os shown hy
Michelle Lodd ond Poyson Burt. Photo
hy Ruth Howell.

The amount of personal space people
allow in their life varies. The amount they
demand might be reasonable and healthy
for personal interaction or may be
destructive. Some people have a generous
spirit and are comfortable enough to allow
others in physica11y close. Other individuals
live in fear, anger or hurt and have a
place in their heart, circumstances in their
life and their surrounding space where
no one may enter. Everyone has met
these people, extreme examples are seen
daily on tabloid television shows. Either
choice oflifestyle has its advantages, disadvantages and consequences. A generous
person might easily allow intimacy and
openness to the point of naivete and place
someone in a position to be hurt. Another

person who has experienced much hurt in
his life may wisely protect himself His
hurt may push any chance of intimacy
away from himself Keith Johnston in his
book lmpro discusses the power of status
and the choices an actor may make: "Suddenly we understood that every inflection
and movement implies a status, and that
no action is due to chance, or really
motiveless." 1 This awareness addresses the
very core of a character and is as important
as other more obvious details like a dialect
or the way a person walks. Therefore each
person would respond differently to a
proclamation oflove, an act of violence, or
how another character enters and kaves their
space.
[Exercise 1 & 2]
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He that is nearest, hitteth soonest
Giacomo di Grassi 1594

In any acting technique there needs
to be structure: visual and emotional
understanding of the consequences to an
action. Exploration through improvisation
and scene study to the point of mastery
frees the student from the shackles of that
structure and eventually leads to freedom
of expression. Just as a student of painting
must first learn the craft of painting

before moving on to a personal style, so
must an actor learn appropriate choices
for situations of conflict before he is
expected to knowledgeably make the
choice to follow or break it because of a
theatrical circumstance.
If an actor tells another that he is
loved, that actor must then draw from his
emotional experience to make an appropriate circumstantial choice in reaction.
In order to do this, the actor must have a
foundational emotional availability. All

Exerdse 1*
Finding One's Own Space
'This exercise was inspired by similar work done
by Colleen Kclly.2

It is imperative that these exercises be
done slowly to allow all impulses to be
felt and acted upon.
I. The actors establish partners and designate who is X and Y.
II. X stands on one side of a room, while Y stands on the opposite side. The actors
slowly walk toward each other and simply remain open and acknowledge when one
actor feels that the partner is beginning to enter into what feels like personal space. This
could be at any distance. The actors keep walking until both are about one foot apart.
The actors should take time and try this a few times.
People watching-ls the moment where both X and Y hit an invisible wall apparent? Do the
participants acknowledge that moment? What happens as they continue in?
Ill. While continuing to walk forward from opposite sides, X will stop where it feels
to be a comfortable place. Y will walk into the space until they are about one foot apart.
The participants should do this a few times and switch.
People Watching - How does it feel to see someone stop while the other walks into the
partners space? What sort of story does this simple action say? Describe the reactions of
each participant at the moment of closure.
IV, This time, both X and Y will stop when they fed they have reached a place
where they are comfortable. The participants should cry not to impose circumstanceonly acknowledge the instinctual, natural impulse to stop.

People watching-ls one partner inadvertently acting tough and not stopping just to walk
forward? Do both stop at the same time? One might be more comfortable closer than the
other. Did one partner in fact want to stop but did not do so because the other person was
still moving forward? What feelings are experienced when one stops and the other keeps
walking? Was there mutual agreement or invitation? Did one side barrel through the other's
personal bubble? What does this simple action say?
The goal is to work on a mutual stopping point with which both are comfortable.
The actors should stay there for a few moments then mutually decide to disengage.

People watching-How is this space agreed upon? Is the negotiation apparent?

V. After discovering an agreed upon space, the participants walk to it and stop.
Then, one side decides to break it by walking in further. Eventually the actors stand
nose to nose. What are the feelings? If one side felt threatened, at what point did this
happen? One foot? Three feet? Is there, in fact, no feeling of being threatened but of
being comfortable? One should be honest.
People watching-How do these actors pass through each ofthe closer spaces ofintimacy?
While watching these exercises, note what different techniques people use to get
inside space and communicate their feelings. Each person will bring his own unique
history to the work, and although actors train to be a sort of empty vessel or neutral in
the work, understanding oneself is a necessary first step towards making any active
choices to the contrary.
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schools of acting have specific exercises to
explore and develop this awareness .
Through this availability, actors build a
veritable encyclopedia of language both
verbal and non-verbal to tell the story of
their love, and it is this range of choices
that defines strong and versatile actors. In
conflict the actor needs to clearly understand the concept of physical proximity
and all the associated consequences. He
must have the movement and vocal based
vocabulary to tell a varied and interesting
story with many words at his disposal.
Unfortunately most actors, although
they might be emotionally available, do
not have extensive experience with physical
conflict let alone sword fighting. Their
practical emotional knowledge of conflict
and distance which they may be able to
draw upon is severely limited. Outside of
actors who have experience in the martial
arts or fencing, the extent of understanding
the concept of en garde might be: "if they
can reach me, they can hit me." The
vocabulary available to these actors for use
in telling this very complex story is, with
only one or two words, severely limiting to
the possibilities of the scene. To address
this, the director must create a structure
for which the actor who is inexperienced
in conflict may begin to visualize and
react appropriately, as a trained fighter
would, to proximity. The goal is to
explore choices in those circumstances
and to increase,the actor's vocabulary so
that he is actively choosing what word to
use from moment to moment.
GOVERNORS:
WHAT MAKES A GOOD FIGHTER
All fighters from all fighting styles
have ways, names and philosophies to
describe what they must do to stay protected while en garde. Here certain phrases
are used from 16th and 17th century fight
masters because the belief is that they best
convey specific images helpful to the actor,
and this author has taken his own interpre-

tations for me in these acting exercises.
The audience can tell when actors do
not understand the nature of defending
themselves in a correct manner. Directors
can discuss specific attitudes and reaction
modes that give the actor a starting point
for understanding appropriate reactions
while en garde.3 When reactions match
the distance of the moment, then the
illusion works.
Elizabethan masters of defense defined
defense attributes as m garde governors.

Exerdse 2
Adding Circumstance
I. In this exercise, while keeping in mind that there is no imposing of character outside of the actors own personality, one imagines now that the partner is a stranger.
A. It is a lonely street at night. How do things change?
8. The actors change environments-a bank, the subway. Then they include
more people and turn it into a birthday party filled with good friends, then a busy city
street, then a funeral.
Two general rules are discovered:
1. Two bubbles of personal space exist: An outside, or larger bubble which informs
about the environment and situation and a second bubble much closer to the body that
is truly personal space. The larger bubble is classified as a sphere of influence where a
person may be aware of someone near, but in most societies, the proximity is on an
acceptable level.
2.The size of personal space depends on the environment. Is it a place that is safe
or dangerous? Is it populated by friends or enemies? If safe, the garde is down and the
individual is open for interaction. If dangerous, the garde is up and interaction is limited.
In certain environments (the city, a crowded subway) it is acceptable for people to move
inside personal space because of sociological necessity or circumstance. Here, individuals
agree to allow people into personal space, but under specific rules such as: no talking,
no eye contact. If these rules are broken without careful permission politely asked, then
guards go up.
Once the actor has an understanding of his own space and is open to some of the
many changes inherent in it, the next set of exercises will begin to place direct, applicable
structure to this awareness. This begins with an examination of what a neutral, trained
fighter might look like, then how through specific choices, to create a character.
Vincentio Saviolo writing in 1595 called
them distance, time and proportion;
George Silver, Giacomo di Grassi, Joseph
Swetnam and other Elizabethan era masters, used words such as distance, time,
place and judgment. Balancing these governors (like balancing the humors to
insure good health) ensures victory. Distance will continue to be examined, but
now time, judgment and proportion will be
defined and the three ways a fighter balances the many instant decisions he must
make while en garde is explored.
TIME

To take time, is to say when opportunity is
proffered you, either by his lying unregarded
or upon your memjs profer, then make a
quick answer, I mean it must be done upon
the very motion ofhis profer, you must defend
and seek to ojfmd all at once, for you must
not suffer your enemy to recover his guard, for
ifyou do, you loose your advantage.
Joseph Swetnam 1617

Time is doing the appropriate thing at
the appropriate moment. To parry when it
is time to parry, to attack when it is time
to attack. When an effective fighter is
described, it is said that he has good timing.
For now, think of this as rhythm. A good
fighter will try to control his opponent's
rhythm: One way is to lull him into his

own rhythm in order to get him into a
predictable way of moving. The good
fighter then takes advantage of that
rhythm by doing a move on a syncopated
beat (a half beat, quarter beat). While
actors do not need to beat their partner to
the punch, they do need to show the

audience how an opening is created and
the advantage taken. One tool is time.
[Exercise 3)
Time is one important visual tool that
can be brought to the work of en guard.
Understanding the power of controlling
rhythm may provide a new way to look at
Mohammed Ali and what, in fact, he was
doing. Some people will mimic changes in
rhythm because they saw a boxer do it once,
but the rhythm very often is vague and not
specific in response to a partner and the
circumstance of the moment. Therefore,
the appropriate application for changes in
rhythm is called time, or finding one's time.
This will become a foundational attribute
to all the skills and exercises to follow.
PROPORTION

This ward truly is very good against all
other wards in my opinion, especially ifyou
knew how to charge your enemy, & to find
time & proportion to strike knowing how to
turn and shift your body as well on the one
side as the other, and understanding the
skill offight, and being most nimble, you
may answer him with it.
Vincentio Saviolo 1595

Proportion, used here, is where and
how the body is placed in space, and, ultimately, how it reacts to distance. Is the body
balanced, mobile and protected with the
arms, legs or the weapon? Or is the body

Exereise J
Changing the Rhythm
I. X and Y face each other. X will have the job oflightly touching Yon either shoulder out near the arm. Y's job is to defend the touch with his arms. Both begin a slow
jog in place. X should match Y's rhythm. Without changing this rhythm, X attempts to
touch Y when the feet touch the floor (on the beat) making sure he avoids the face. It
will be discovered that it is very hard to succeed in making a touch. At first, X will
attempt to touch on every beat, then will pick randomly. It will still not matter when
the choice to touch the partner happens if on the beat because Y will know exactly the
time in which the touch will happen.
II. X and Y continue as before, but change two things.
A. X tries to touch off the beat
8. X varies the length of time between touches.
It will be found to be easier to touch Y on the arm. X continues to make the
rhythm more unpredictable, changing into half beats, quarter beats. If Y is still successful in blocking the touch, X tries lulling him into a rhythm and then quickly and
forcefully changes it on the touch. Forcefally is meant to do it quickly. efficiently and with

total commitment to the moment and performance to the action but not in a heavy or
unthoughtful manner.
IU. The next step, after liberal switching back and forth, is to play with both sides
simultaneously. The actors should be careful not to try for a hit, but instead, provide
stimuli to each other and react by being true to the timing of the moment-listen to
each other. What will be discovered is that conscious control of the rhythm can be a
very effective tool in beating someone to the punch.
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out of balance, immobile and open? Transitions from one position to another are done
with understanding of open and closed line,
balanced stances and rhythmatic independence. If the choice is to invite an attack by
consciously leaving open a target or line, it
is done judiciously and with the understanding of the consequences. The very
word Proportion conveys a sense of spatial
awareness and line of the body.
Finding the body's center is a cornerstone of most stage combat programs as
well as training in the martial am. The
goal is to allow the body to move together
as a unit: arms, legs and torso- supported
and sustained by the center of gravity, in a
relaxed yet focused way. A combination of
breathing, balance and slow sustained
movement exercises develop this power.
Practicing these skills over a number of
years gives the serious student the
appearance of someone who is confident
and in control whether standing, fighting
or en garde. Studying in this way is, of
course, rhe best path. But for those who
need to create this illusion without years
of martial study, the following exercises
will help the novice understand the basics.
[Exercise 4]
That is what two fighters would be
doing while en garde: searching for
openings, angles of attack and places where
one may take the balance of the ocher, then
changing or controlling rhythm in order to
take advantage of chat opening.
Another aspect of proportion is how
the body and all the parts are held while en
garde. It is not enough to understand
rhythm and angle if the body is out of
balance and either too stiff or too loose.
Through the previous exercises, the actor
now understands how to keep the feet and
hips in proportion to maintain balance
against an outside force; but what about the
body remaining in balance (and looking so)
while in a neutral en garde?What happens
to the arms and legs: How can they contribute to the illusion? Once again, years
of martial training brings people to chis
place, but through some exercises one
may get an idea of this dynamic.
[Exercise 5]
It is now time to specify a simple
generic en garde stance that should be
used as a basis to balance the governors in
the illusion being created. The legs have
been defined but what about the arms? In
the previous exercises, one saw how the
arms must be active, but the question iswhere is a good place to put them?

Hand placement. Illustration by Trampas Thompson.

Moving to control the triangle. Illustration by
Trampas Thompson.

ExerE:ise 4*
Control the Triangle
•This exercise was inspired by similar work done by Greg Dolph •

I. X and Y face each ocher. X's job will be to unbalance Y. Y will stand in a simple
neutral open stance with both feet even and a shoulder's width apart. X must find the
angles where the balance is strongest and weakest. In this stance, it will be found that Y
is best balanced from side to side but most vulnerable forward and back. X pushes Y
enough so that his balance is lost backwards and he is forced to take a step. What happens is that in order to stop the imbalance, Y has stepped not just back on one foot, bur
close to a central line which bisects the body while standing in neutral. The posted foot
and the two positions of the moving foot form a triangle. What Y has just done is change
his stance according to the circumstance (the push) to maintain balance. Y has also
changed the angle X muse push in order to achieve an imbalance. Without changing the
previous angle (straight on) X now tries pushing Y after this step-it will be much harder
to unbalance Y because the feet are now in line with the push. X pushes harder. and Y
must deepen his stance, establish a wider base and create a lower center of gravity.
II. Now X will attempt to unbalance Y by pushing on what appears to be the weakest angle. Y's job is to step in an appropriate way to stay in balance. What happens is
that in order to get to an advantageous angle, X must circle around. Y forms a series of
one foot forward stances in order to focus energy in a linear way towards X, equalizing
the force placed on him by using the triangle. Also, it will be discovered that Xis creating his own triangles to serve his objectives. X varies the strength of the push; as in
the earlier exercise Y must now vary the deepness of his step in response.
Ill. With the information discovered so fur from this exercise, the partners do the
same thing from a greater distance without making physical contact. As both circle, X
attempts to find a moment where Y's triangle is vulnerable, and using time, rushes in
and threatens that balance. Meanwhile, Y changes the angle and positioning of his feet
to best protect his balance, while at the same time, stepping back deep and lowering his
center enough to match the implied attacking energy. No real contact should be made.
Both X and Y should keep their arms out and away from the body, as if the arms would
cushion any potential impact, while exploring what angles the arms can provide to protect the body from someone coming in to push them.
IV. After liberal switching of roles, the partners practice both attack and defense at
once. What has now developed are two individuals circling each ocher in search of
something specific: control of their partner's balance. They are now using an understanding of balance and angle, while using time to cake advantage of a moment of vulnerability. While defending, they are also using balance and angle in proportion when
it comes to stepping deeply enough on the triangle: deep enough to keep balance
against the assault, yet not so deep as co lose mobility. Also, both are using time: not to
be lulled into a rhythm but keeping the rhythm unpredictable. Both are learning to use
time and proportion together in proportion.
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I. Using exercise four as a basis, X will once again attempt to unbalance Y. This time
X will hold Y's wrists and attempt to unbalance Yin two ways:
A. Y will stand in a neutral stance with arms straight out and locked. X will
push or pull the arms. The partners will notice that with a jolt, che upper body moves
first: it has no choice.
B. Y tightly presses his arms against his chest and X pushes or pulls them
again. The partners will notice that the same things happens. The upper body has no
choice in the movement because the arms cannot inform and guard against the movement
dictated, and Y loses his balance.
II. This time, Y holds his arms out about two thirds of the way extended in a
relaxed but firm way. Once again, X pushes and pulls. Y now has a substantial
amount of time for his body to react to the push or pull. This is because the arms
can now inform about the direction of the energy before they collapse into the body
or lock out. This allows the body co step forward, back or to the side in a controlled
and balanced way before the upper body is forced into any direction. With the arms
balanced energy wise-not too full (or stiff) and not to relaxed (or loose), the arms
provide much information.
Ill. Now, the partners start in earnest: X holds Y's wrists and trying all sorts of angles
to unbalance him, and X seeps in an appropriate way to maintain balance while using
the arms as an early warning device. If the energy in the arms are too loose, there will
be a whiplash like effect that works against Y. On the other extreme, if Y's arms are too
stiff, they act as a lever, and the same thing happens; by the time the information of the
push or pull is processed, it is too lace to react in proportion. The partners start by
lightly pushing while changing angles. Both partners will start moving together: one
partner provides the stimulus and the other reacts. The actor needs to be true to the
angle and be kind to his partner as both partners become comfortable with the exercise
and begin playing with more energy.
Remember: If either X or Y's anns get too stiff. lighten up the exercise. Always provide
a safe environment for discovery, then challenge the actor's new technique in proportion to
his perfonnance.
IV. The actors continue the exercise allowing Y to let his arms play a larger role
in deflecting the energy of the push. With a pair of coordinated, energized, yet
relaxed arms, Y will start to feel X's energy and deflect it in an appropriate way. In
examining this moment, the actors will discover where the energy goes with deflecting
the opponent's arms. le will be found that, to be most effective, Y will deflect X's
arms away to the side and down into his own center of gravity-this would be the
safest area to take the arms in order to maintain balance. In other words, ifY allowed
his arms above the head, or close into his body, then Y would find himself out of
proportion and off balance.
A. The actors examine how effectively Y can deflect X's energy. There is a
window of opportunity where Y may easily deflect the push, but ifY is too early or too
late, he must use much more energy to attain the same result. This window is his time.
Once he finds his time, perceptually there is much more time to perform any given task;
almost as if time slows down.
B. The actors examine the angles of both the body and the arms spatially in
relation to the partner: which arm is forward, which leg is back and why? This will
become the basis of any en garde seance. Each time X moves circularly around the guard
ofY, and Y changes his angle to guard his balance, the body has a leading and trailing
foot, shoulder and arm. This is defined by the triangle X is attempting to maintain. If
Y tries making the forward shoulder have a trailing arm it will feel unnatural. Y is out
of proportion as the body twists around to bring the arm into play.
V. Now, as in exercise four, the partners separate a few feet and do the same thing
except with no contact. Y should have his arms out and extended in order to supply
information and ward X off. As X circles around or diminishes distance linearly, Y must
step back and maintain proportion using time to perform the adjustment. Just as the
feet should never be caught in a neutral stance or inactive, neither should the hands.
They are in constant motion in relationship with the body, angle and rhythm.
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Preparation. Photo by Ruth Howell.
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Taking the partner off-balance. Photo by Ruth Howell.

Arms locked out. Photo by Ruth Howell.

Arms locked in

to chest. Photo by Ruth Howell.
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Exercise 6

[Exercise 6)

Establishing En Garde

Establishing En Gardt. Photo by Ruth Howell.

I. For now, the actors always keep the
same forward arm and leg. If the left leg is
forward, then so should the left arm. The
arm is extended but not locked out. The
other arm is placed back at the depth of
the extended arms elbow (half way out
and half way in). The elbows are bent and
tucked inside, not protruding outside the
line of the body. The actor should consider
the forward arm as an antennae or asking
hand. It is out there to provide information
about his partner (especially if in contact).
The actor should think of the trailing
hand as the protecting hand. If something
gets through the asking hand, then the
protecting hand is able to pick it up.
II. The actors change guards from
right foot forward to left foot forward and
step forward or back maintaining the
same angle. During this transition the
arms and legs must move together with
the partners practicing smooth transitions
from one side to the other.
A. The actors should vary the
deepness of step and be sure to keep the
arm moving in proportion with the leg
B. The actors should vary the
angle in 45 degree increments. From a
right foot forward stance, the actor steps
to the left with the left leg on a 45 degree
angle. Then the actors should try a 90
degree transition.
Ill. The actors should apply this new
awareness of en garde to the previous exercises. After switching back and forth from
reacting to, and providing the stimuli, the
next step is to do both simultaneously.
The actor should imagine himself in conflict with his partner. The stakes are very
high. Perhaps his life is at stake. Even
though he will not actually throw a
punch, the actor explores all the possibilities of this dynamic situation. The reason
for this is so this exploration of the danger
is made honestly; not in a cavalier fashion.

What are now seen are two bodies
that are balanced with a stable yet mobile
base, with arms that are out and inquisitive,
with rhythm and angles that are either
continually changing in response to the
stimuli of the other, or attempting to
control the same. This is the dialogue that
happens with two fighters that are en garde
and these are the first steps to showing this
illusion on stage. If the two actors are truly
listening to each other and responding
appropriately given these
basic parameters, then
the illusion will be that
each is in conflict and
responding correctly
to the other.
PLACE

With these attributes time, place,
proportion and the specific goals that
come with them in terms of being en
garde, judgment is about reacting appropriately at a given time given the circumstances (ie) distance of the moment,
proportion of one's body and the partners,
modified through time in order to find
one's place.

... through Distance you take your Time
George Silver 1599

As in many martial philosophies,
things come full circle and each
governor informs the other. If one
governor is out of proportion in any
of its definitions, the fighter is vulnerable. Then judgment informs what
must be done based on distance.

... through Time
you safely win or
gain the Place
of your adversary, the Place
being won or
gained you have
timed safely either
to strike, thrust,
ward, close, grype,
slip or go back, in
the which time
your enemy is
disappointed to
hurt you
Joseph Swetnam 1617

Place
moment in time
where advantage is taken.

Gaining

the

place

Illustration by

means that one actor has Trampas Thompson
put himself into position (defined by distance, time and proportion) where he
may strike and, in the most successful
cases, the other person cannot. This is the
ultimate goal in the simplistic scene that
has been created for this examination. It is
not enough to get away with a hit and
being hit also, but in a life or death
struggle, to get a hit and be able to get out
of the situation safely. Anything else is a
modification of this simple circumstance:
A cavalier attitude to the danger and what
one sees much too often on stage.

Now that there has been an examination of the attributes that create the illusion
of governors, Part II will get more specific
about distance, since this will now be the
most variable of the governors and how
the ocher governors are judged.

FOOTNOTES
l lmpro; /mprovi111tion and thr Tl,~atrr by Kcarh Johmtonc:. The:mcAm Books 1989.
2 Colleen Kelly is an SAFD Fight Director ~md hu d of movcmc:n1/
resident Fight Dir~tor at the Alabama Sh.;i,k~pearc: Festival.
3 En gardr is defined by The Society of American Fight Directors in
their glossary of terms a.s: "the b:1.Sic ready position for sword fighters."
One: may be: "on their guard," however, in many different situat ions.

4 Greg Dolph is an actor and fight director in the Los Angeles ;afa.

JUDGEMENT

... through Judgment, you keep your distance...
George Silver 1599
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by J. Christoph Am berger

(Reprinted from Hammerterz Forum Vol 4 no. 3 &4)

T

he most prominent fighting guilds of central Europe were those of
the Marxbruder and the Fede,fechter. These privileged associations
were formed mainly by urban craftsmen whose professional
training system closely mirrored that of the fencing companies, not
only in central Europe, but in England and France as well.
Although che company of the fighters of St. Mark ("Marx" in some
German dialects) was older than that of the Free Fencers of the Feather, both companies had similar fencing traditions, as well as similar fighting (including fencing and wrestling) rules, prohibiting the breaking of
legs and arms, as well as thrusts into the eyes and reproductive organs.
In fact, they related so closely to each other that each group's candidates
for master status and accreditation not only had to pass before a board
of his own association-but also before the other organization.
Grappling, wrestling and other close combat elements were an
integral part of the guilds' system as far back as the 1400s. (A tendency
to connect fencing and wrestling practice not exclusively with antagonistic [i.e., combat) training, but to practice it agonistically in social
surroundings, and to frame it in certain rules for that purpose,
becomes very obvious in Auerswald's Ringerkun.st.)
Among the Fede,fechter listed by name and city of origin in the
Nuremberg Fechtschul Rhymes of 1579, 1 one finds carpenters, shoemakers and cobblers, turners, goldsmiths and dyers. The Marxbruder
are furriers, potters, cobblers, dyers. As has been pointed our previously
in Grimmelshausen's Simplicissimus, one finds the young picaro (in his
temporary incarnation as "Jager von Soest") being trained by a furrier,
who "because of that face" (dahero) not only was a Meistersanger, but
also an excellent fencer in all weapons.2
Red Hugh O'Donnell (Greg Ramsey) gains the upper hand over Francis
This furrier indeed may have been a late Marxbruder, considering Drake (Mathew Celly) at the 7996 Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire Human
Chess Match. Fight Direction by Greg Ramsey, photo by Diane Wydock.
that chis was the furriers' association of choice.3 As becomes clear in
subsequent chapters, this honest craftman-turned-musketeer not only taught Simplicius
FOOTNOTES
how to fence with edged and pole arms, but also turned him into an expert wrestler.
1 Wusmannsdorff, Karl. &chs Fechtschulm tier Marxbrudn- und
Grimmelshausen presents a (fictitious) encounter ofSimplicius,4 which demonstrates
F,dnf,cht,r •w dmjahrm 1573 to 1614, Hcidclbuerg, Buchhandlung von Karl Groos, l 870; p. 32f.
the usefulness of grappling techniques in antagonistic fight scenarios:

About a week or four before Christmas I marched out ofcamp with a good gun, down the
Breisgau. (. ..) But after I had passed Endingen and came to a single house, someone shot at me
so that the bullet tore a piece from the rim of my hat. And immediately, a strong, burly churl
launched himselfat me from the house, shouting that I should drop my gun.
I replied, "By god, compatriot, not to please you, "and cocked my weapon.
He, however, drew a thing.from his belt that looked more like an executioner's sword than
a broadsword,5 and rushed at me. As I sensed his serious intent, I aimed and hit him in the
forehead that he spun around and finally dropped to the ground. 6
To take advantage ofthis, I wrestled the sword from his fist and wanted to run it through
his body.
But as it didn't want to go through,7 he jumped back to his feet unexpectedly, grabbed me
by the hair, and I him, too. His sword I already had thrown aside.
Then we began such a serious game that each man realized the bitter strength ofhis opponent,
andyet no-one was able to become master ofthe other. At some point I was on top, at some point he
was, and then we rapidly were back on ourfeet, which didn't last long as each sought the other's death.
The blood that ran out ofmy nose and mouth I spat into my enemy's face since he appeared
to desire it so fervent~that helped me because it hindered his seeing. Thus we dragged each
other through the snow for one and a halfhours. And we became so exhausted that it appeared
that the one's weakness could not folly conquer the other man's exhaustion with fists alone, nor
that one could kill the other's by his own strength and without weapons.
The art ofwrestling, in which I hadpracticed myselfback at L., served me well back then,
otherwise I would have lost without doubt, because my enemy was much stronger that l and
eisenfest8 as well And as we finally had tired out each other nearly to death, he said. "Brother, hold it. I give myselfup to you. "

2 von Grimmc:lshawt'n, Hans Jakob Chrisstoffd. Der Abmtrutrlicbt
Simplicistimus Tn,nch. (1668) Munchcn: drv, 1975; p. 191-2.

3 In his forward to Roux, W. Anwrisuni cum Hiebfrrhtm Uen:1,
1840), Dr. K.H. Scheidler ruminates that Marxbrutkr and Ftd"ftchter :mr2ctcd different trades (p.11). It indeed seems that the furriers had a predilection to fight in the: Brotherhood of the Golden Lion
of St. Mark: Both professional and fencing guild affiliauon were matters of family tr;dition in this day and age.
4 von Grimmdshawc:n; p. 348f.

5 Much like the English term sword. the: German word Drgm hismric:tlly is wed liberally to describe straight, bl.dc:d military and civilian
weapons :u: diverse as sma1lsword and basket-hilt broad.sword.. ln rhis
conta:t, it norm.ally would denote: a r.i.pier or cur-and-thrust sword.

6 Ahhough hie squa.rdy in the: forehead, the bullet docs lmlc more:
than raise a bump and momentarily stun the man . Simplicius asc.nbes
chis to a S(ffii-magical Schtlmmhaut (lit. scoundrel's skin)-but docs
noc appear to be overly surprised. Magic notwithstanding. chis (fictional) event may S(n,e to 11lwtr:1.tc che compar.uivcly variable effects
firearms could have had even in the: mid-1 7th century. (Most chicories
still credit the penetration power of e:arly fire arms with the: abandonment of plate armor as well as the dcvc:lopmcnr of the: art of fencing.)

7 Early on, this sword is compared to an executioner's sword, a pure
cutting tool which apart from its size, weight, and handle: construction
was characterized by a blunt, often near sqU2re point. Of course, it
would be useless for thrwcing or running through.

8 lit... iron-proof."
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The exhibitions are arranged in galleries by
categories such as War, Hunting, Tournaments,
Oriental and Self-Defense. There are ample
explanatory signs as well as small televisions
running continual videotapes giving the visitor
a look at how these weapons were used.
John Waller is in charge of the Royal
Armouries education programs. Readers may
recall him from
his excellent videotapes, Masters
of Defense, m
which he reenacts a history of
the evolution of
swordsmanship,
and How a Man
Two-handed swordplay (after Talhoffer) demonstrated in the Lists of the Tournament Gallery of the
Royal Armouries. Photo by Richard Gradkowski.

he Royal Armouries, which had resided in the Tower of
London since the days of the Plantagenets, has been
moved to the midland industrial city of Leeds about two
hundred miles north of London. The Armouries is now
ensconced in a modern building, constructed at a cost of fortytwo million pounds, built especially for this collection. The
structure looks like one of those factory or office edifices common to industrial parks in the U.S . The main advantage of this
move is plenty of space for the exhibits; the disadvantage is that
the site requires a two and a half hour train trip from London.

Schall be Anned

which
he
demonstrates putting on a complete suit of armor. Waller and his
staff are continually researching old
techniques of combat and swordsmanship, using information directly from primary sources. Once
these sources have been studied,
Waller's staff acquires appropriate
weapons, armor and clothing and
reconstructs a sample combat. The
in

Combat with poleaxes in Ton/et armor (c. 1520)
Gallery of the Royal Armouries. Photo by Richard

Custom Swords for Stage Combat
Engineered for Durability and Ease of Maintenance
Historically Accurate & Well Balanced
These 'One of a Kind' Weapons can be Designed
• Using your designs or research
• Using my designs, (cheerfully rendered)
• With full scale drafting
• With a choice of blades
Specializing in Swept Hilted Rapie1'S, Daggers

& Small Swords

Also Available: Broadswords, Shortswords, Combat Pole Axes & Impact Wenpo11s,
Shields & Bucklers, Scabbards, Blood Dagge,-s

weapons and armor are as authentic as possible and
consequently very expensive. Height and weight
parameters must be met by the re-enactors in order
co fit a specific suit of armor.
These re-enactments are shown in the galleries
several times a day on a regular schedule. A shore
lecture, is followed by a typical demonstration and an
audience question period. Visitors are encouraged to
feel and handle the
weapons and armor
(safely, of course!).
The enthusiastic staff
makes a real effort to
promote knowledge
of the weapons and
techniques illustrated.
Appended to
the Royal Armouries Elizabethan period riders assembling in the Tiltyard readying a demonstration of riding techniques. Photo by Richard Gradkowski.
building are workshops demonstrating and making
bethan equestrian sports such as pig sticking and riding at the
armor repairs, gunsmithing and
ring.
leather work, as well as a menagerie
The Royal Armouries is open every day except Christmas
and a tilryard. The menagerie has
Eve, Christmas Day and New Year's Day, from 10:00 a.m. to
a mews housing various breeds of 5:00 p.m. Because of the huge amount of material to be viewed,
falcons, a dog kennel and stables
and the travel time required, one should really plan at least a twofor five horses used in riding and
day visit. All students of arms and armor, swordplay and militilting demonstrations. The outtary history will find an excursion here well worth the detour
door tiltyard is the site of regular from the usual tourist fare.
demonstrated in the Lists of the Tournament
Gradkowski.
shows of riding and other Eliza-

Advertised a11d Regio11al Workshops
Sword Spectacular Weekend
June 18-20, 1909, Sheraron Gateway Hord, Los Angeles, California (717) 74'i-3790 www.dclongis.com

National Stage Combat Workshops
July 12-30, 1999, SAFD & University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nevada (702) 89'i-3GG2 www.saf-ti.org

Advanced Actor Combatant Workshops
Jul~· 12--10, 1999, SAFD & University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nnada (702) 89'i-.:\6G2 www.safd.org

Paddy Crean International Stage Combat Workshop
August 15-23, J l)9CJ, IOSP, Edinburgh, Scotland (7">7) 220-"5033 ddonschl" h1fo.111.:r

Summer Sling Ill
Augt;st 26-29, 1999, Fights!+ & Pace University, New York Cir:;, New York (212) 530-6868 NSC\Xlboss&_T aol.com

Virginia Tea Party
Ocrohcr, I l)l)l), Willi:11mburg, Virginia (7'i7) 220-50jJ ddoerscl1~-1hrfn.ncr

Orders filled promptly • Re11tals • Portfolio & Refere11ces Available

Turkey Shoot Workshop

FIOCCHI SWORD CUTLERY

Non·mhcr 2(1-28, J 9l)tJ , Adanra Stage C-:omh:11 Srudio, ArLmu , (;corgi:1 (,+Q4) 'i2.J-6(1Li \\,\\\·. scagcco111b:1t.co111

PHONE: 740-593-4263 • 740-593-5645 pm
E-MAIL: fiocchi@oak.cats.ohiou.edu

i\ Lird1 ~:7-April S, 2000, Scodand hrrp://111crnhers.aol.co111/I SC\\1_1

International Stage Combat Workshop Ill
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At the Advanced Actor Combatant Workshop in 1996, TA'.s Ricki Ravitts and Brian Byrnes demonstrate the
smallsword skills test. Photo provided by Ricki Ravitts.

A

by Michael Chin

t the conclusion of the 19th Annual National Stage Combat Workshops, which
were once again graciously hosted for the tenth consecutive year by the University of Nevada Las Vegas, Department ofTheatre, the SAFD welcomed into our
ranks twelve brand new Certified Teachers. They were graduates of a grueling three-week
intensive training program, that is affectionately called the Teachers' Training Workshop.
The TTW was master taught by Fight Masters Drew Fracher, Richard Raether and Dale
Girard. A full list of these teachers can be found in the directory.
Along with the rrw; the Actor Combatant Workshop saw forty-four students pass
the Skills Proficiency Test. It was a landmark SPT in that it saw the passing away of the old
&commended Actor/Combatant status, which was replaced by the revolutionary concept of
the &aminer's Award for .Excellence. The Examiner's Award for Excellence is an acknowledgement of fine and outstanding work exhibited by the actor/combatant during the performance of the skills test and no longer should be interpreted as a life-achievement status.
The ACW also heralded the return to active duty of Fight Master J. D. Martinez,
who for the past three years had been on emeritus status. The Actor Combatant workshop was master taught by Fight Masters David Boushey, Dale Girard, David Woolley,
Chris Villa and as mentioned J.D. Martinez.
For the third year in a row the Workshops were proceeded by the increasingly popular Fight Directors' Camp. This is a four-day conference open to all Fight Masters,
Fight Directors, Certified Teachers and invited guests where the fight directors and
teachers meet, work out and exchange ideas. As in the past FDCs, it was a huge success.
Speaking of success, Weapons Night once again proved to be the highlight of the
workshop as Lewis Shaw, American Fencer's Supply and Mark Allen (who stole the show
with his fancy whip work and gun slinging techniques) did their best to arm fighters both
beginners and advanced. And as a reflection of the growth of the SAFD, no less than five
regional workshops were advertised that night.
This past year a brand new award was initiated at the workshop. The David L.
Boushey Award will be presented annually to a student who shows outstanding proficiency
in unarmed stage combat and who better to receive the inaugural award but the maestro
himself. And speaking of awards, Donald Preston, the head journeyperson, won the
illustrious Paddy Crean Award. The Paddy Crean Award is given every year to the one
person at the workshop who exemplifies most in his or her attitude and work ethic for
which the SAFD stands.
The 19th Annual NSCW marked this author's first year driving the bus. And as they
say "any landing you can walk away from is a good one." It was a very satisfying and
rewarding summer for all. The Faculty and Staff should be thanked for making the transition from the Reign ofthe Rat to the Chin Dynasty a smooth and fulfilling one. With this
in mind the SAFD looks forward to its next endeavor: The 20th Anniversary Workshops.
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This year promises to be great! Maestros Boushey and Fredricksen, the
founders of the SAFD, will be master
teaching the Advanced Actor/Combatant
Workshop. Along with advance training in
all weapons forms an emphasis will be
placed on film and TV fighting. As a bonus
not only will instruction be given by all six
Fight Masters who will be present at the
workshop, but training in martial arts and
specialized techniques will be offered in
seminars taught by SAFD Fight Directors.
If this was not enough the
Actor/Combatant Workshop will be more
exciting than ever. Participants will receive
training in rapier & dagger, unarmed,
quarterstaff, broadsword and for the first
time Fighting for Film and TV,
Under the Chin Dynasty, The 20th
Anniversary Workshops promise to be the
very best ever in the history of the SAFD.

1998 NSeW 'g,acult'f and Sta#
Workshop Coordinator -Michael G. Chin
On sire Coordinator -Linda McCollum
Assistant Coordinator/
Head Teaching Assistant Scot Mann

ACW Faculty and Assistants
Unarmed -David Boushey
and Paul Dennhardt
Rapier & Dagger -David Woolley
and Robert "Tink" Tuftee
Broadsword -J.D. Martinez
and Michael Kirkland
Quarterstaff -Christopher Villa
and Michael Johnson
Smallsword -Dale Girard
and Michael Johnson
TTWFaculty
Drew Fracher, Richard Raether, Dale Girard
TTW Assistants
Scot Mann, Chuck Coy!
NSCW Journeypersons
Head Journeyperson -Donald Preston
Regina Cerimelc, Michael DiPrizio, Gwendolyn Druyor, Arthur M. Jolly, Khris Lewin,
Jacquelyn Ritz

NSCW Award Winners
President's Award -Colleen Kelly
Paddy Crean -Donald Preston
Actor/Combatant Workshop
Best Female -Jennifer Waldroup
Best Male -Robert Behrens
Best Scene -Leigh Ann Wilson
and Caleb Terray

1999 /ldvanced HEALTH &

Wotzkshop

by David Boushey
C"7"he 1999 Advanced Workshop
'£-,,-promises to be the most exciting and
all encompassing advanced workshop to be
held under the auspices of the SAFD.
First and foremost: Fighting for Film
will be introduced as an integral part of the
SAFD workshop. It has been a long awaited
endeavor and the SAFD is delighted that
those students aspiring to both stage and
film careers will have the opportunity to
explore film technique and how action is
played to the camera. Acting the action will
be a key ingredient in the film exploration
along with the unique and specific techniques required for film fighting. The
SAFD will have a hot set on which to play
that will be designed specifically for the
workshop so that the participants may
explore a full range of film possibilities.
Fighting for Film promises to be a very
exciting part of the workshop.
Martial Arts will be introduced at
which students will learn to blend martial
arts and western European styles of fighting. This training will help to create a more
theatrical look for those students interested
in using martial arts and western styles for
both stage and screen presentations.
Knife fighting will become a more specific martial art form. It will have its own
unique place in the curriculum. It will be
focused into contemporary violence ofi:en in
conjunction with emptJ-handed combat and
will be used extensively with film fighting.
The workshop will continue to focus
on those areas of expertise that have made
the SAFD the foremost weapons training
facility in North America. Among several
options there will be a major focus on
smallsword, rapier and dagger, sword and
shield, unarmed combat, single broadsword
and quarterstaff. Such areas as mass battles,
mixed weapons and found weapons will be
explored. In conjunction with various
weapons and fighting styles other academic
areas that enrich a combatant's total awareness of his fidd of endeavor will be offered,
such as the history of weaponry and combat,
as well as new philosophies that are a part of
our modern interpretation of combat such as
the role of women in modern combat and
the effect ofviolence in the new millennium.

.5AFETY
by Brian Byrnes
Chair - SAFD Health and Safety Committee
He who plays, and walks away,
Lives to play another day.
Health and Safety commits this segment's focus to the
idea of wellness. This term is used by health institutes,
personal trainers, psychologists, corporations-and the
list goes on. In its simplest form, the term is used in
reference to, not only personal safety on the job, but
also the balance of heal th and mental states.
In the most recent presidential tenure of our colleague, Drew Fracher, much of the wellness of the SAFD
has been inspired by Drew's inexhaustible positive outlook.
The kind of energy, insight and sheer fun of the work is
exemplified in Drew's behavior. He has consistently maintained a proactive focus for the SAFD. For anyone who
has worked or trained with Drew, his spirit is infectious.
Drew has said, "If it ain't fun, then why do it."
Drew's outlook has a distinct effect, directly and indirectly, on everyone who continues to be involved in the
SAFD. The more fun and enjoyment one can have in this
work, the better off everyone is, whether it be on a production or in a classroom. This kind of outlook keeps people
working and creating efficiently-resulting in a clearer
understanding of technique, physical
safety and effective performance.
Drew is not the first, nor will
he be the last, to revel in the fun
and excitement of staged combat. So
many leaders within our organization
have contributed, over the years, an unending commitment and dedication to the work itself; but a greater,
more inspired positive attitude toward the work has been
the through-line to our organization that has created a
stability-a wellness.
SAFD members are all, most likely, first drawn to this
work "for the fun of it." What a great way to continue to
work at it! It should be fun to keep it alive! Spirits should be
high! The benefits will be evident in skills and in progress.
As a small tribute, and a huge debt of gratitude to our
past· president, the membership thanks Drew for his
humor, his leadership and his inspired attitude regarding
the work that is everyone's play.

** To reach the Health and Safety Committee directly,
please call Brian Byrnes at (713) 743-2915, or E-mail:
BByrnes@UH.edu
Mailing address:
B.Byrnes, School of Theatre,
University of Houston,
Houston TX 77204-5071
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._6woRDPLAY
A PRESIDENT WHO SETS A GOOD EXAMPLE

tumbled over and over-boots pounded a rhythm on the hollow
floor-blows thudded, swished and smacked-men gasped in pain
n staging the violence in their recent production of Othello,
and shouted their threats and encouragement-a large steel bowl
Actors Theatre of Louisville seems to have done everything
(emptied by Cassio of its drink) spun across the room and clattered
right. First, they called SAFD Fight Master and past President
in the corner. Othello entered and fires a shot from his sidearm to
Drew Fracher, with whom they have had a long and successful
call a hale to the melee-silence fell heavily and lay still for several
working relationship. Second, and perhaps most remarkable, they seconds. Watching, the audience suddenly realized that while three
seem to have followed his advice! The result was a exemplary piece
or four separate fistfights had thundered across the stage, their eyes
of work in the art of stage combat.
being drawn first to chis one, then to that, catching the strongest
The process started with the casting (as, all too often, it does
action in each pairing and settling on Iago's glittering eyes for a
not)-fighting roles went to actors with training and experience
brief moment just before Othello's gunshot. The audience had
(many were SAFD members and trainees). Safety and clarity were
been directed, too.
certainly addressed in the rehearsal process, for even lace in the
The climactic scene of Desdemona's strangulation was
run the fights were sharply exeheightened by the bride's
utter submission to Othello's
cuted and the actors were
healthy. The direction of the
decision. Angela Reed played
fights addressed character, setthrough five stages- fear,
ting, rhythm, music and
anger, denial, bargaining and
focus-the vital elements.
resignation-on the way co her
In the title role, Delroy
death, and having once
Lindo established a continuous
arrived at the last stage she
underlying potential for great
did not struggle or attempt to
violence, carefully suppressed
escape but lay on the bed
until the murder of Deslimply as Linda's spastic bulk
demona. This trait is too often
closed on her. One might
overlooked by actors preparing
expect at least a few scary
to play a fighting role, and it
twitches as she was dying, but
was powerfully effective in
there were none. This was
creating suspense as the play
perhaps the only element of
unfolded. After the murder, in
the show's violence which had
contrast, his childish terror of
an odd feeling to it. She died
his own misdeed highlighted
gently, almost unnoticeably
the pitiful rashness of his
in fact, leaving the audience
actions. Iago can, of course,
wondering
for
a
few
always be described as a calcumoments whether she were
lating schemer, but V. Craig
really dead at all.
Othello (Delray Undo) and his victims (Angelo Reed, Robyn Hunt) ot the Actors
Heidenreich delivered a perfor- Theatre of Louisville. Fight Direction by Drew Fracher, photo by Richard C. Trigg.
Thanks go to the maestro
mance without the stereotypical
for staging violence which
coolness associated with the character. He muttered and growled served the play and worked on the audience while at the same
to himself, but the audience heard every word. He carefully
time offering a lesson in the art to those aficionados who go co
engineered the fight in which Cassio is disgraced, but the intenobserve the processes and techniques (Grand Salute here!).
sity of his anger almost overwhelmed his plans.
LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES
This fight was staged as a brawl in an upstairs barracks. Ming
A CHALLENGE TO ANY FIGHT DIRECTOR
Cho Lee's sets and Marcia Dixey Jory's costumes established a
1960s feel to the location, and this setting offered the fight director
by Thomas C. Turner
special problems and opportunities. It is fair to say that the
In every production, the fight director faces a number of
costumes (mostly army fatigues) were built for fighting-but the
problems. The challenges may include the decision to use original
scenery seemed to offer little to work with. The absence of the parchoreography or use the choreography as suggested in the script,
ticular thrill of swordplay might have resulted in a lackluster fightdirecting actor/combatants at different skill levels and different
but not under this leadership: hard work and ingenuity prevailed.
sizes, and incorporating choices the stage director imposes on the
Mark Schulte as Cassio maintained a drunken piousness
fight scene. How a fight director solves these and many ocher
throughout the scene, adding the right touch of humor to a very problems will determine the success of the fight as well as its
serious moment. The fight, as it quickly spread among the halfimpact on an audience.
dozen soldiers, was richly textured with sounds-cots scraped their
Fight Director Payson Bun faced the above challenges on
squealing feet as the combatants made room for conflict-one cot
October 1, when the University of Nevada, Las Vegas opened their

i

by Jim Stark
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1998-99 Theatre Season with Christopher Hampton's Les Liasons
Dangereuses. The play was under the direction of Rohen Brewer
with combatant Jim Ballard and Jason Goldberg. Hampton's play,
based on Choderlos De Ladas' novel of the same name, takes place
in and around Paris in the mid- l 780s. The plot revolves around
the sexual and emotional war games between the widowed Merteuil and the Parisian Don Juan, Valmont. Their manipulation of
each other and chose around them builds to one of the more
famous staged smallsword fights in recent stage combat history.
The fight takes place between Valmont and Meneuil's young lover,
Danceny. The tension is born when Danceny enlists Valmont's
help in winning the heart of Cecile, a young girl who has captured
his heart. Instead, Valmont seduced Cecile for himsel£ In an
attempt to avenge Cecile's honor and regain his own, the young
Danceny challenges Valmont to a duel.
For the UNLV production, Burt went predominately with
Hampton's detailed description of the fight. The fight, as described
in the script, is one of the last scenes in the play and because it
cakes place seemingly out of the blue, can be a challenge for a fight
director to set up. The script's description begins with Valmont
selecting his weapon with Danceny impatiently watching. Tired of
Valmont's stalling, Danceny erupts shouting, "I know it was easy
of you to make a fool of me ... " It is a serious breech of etiquette.
This is the first time the audience learns that Danceny has discovered Valmont's betrayal. Once Valmont selects his weapon, he stalls
further by removing his coat, and slowly putting on his glove.
Hampton describes the fight as "fierce and determined" matching
"Valmont's skill against Dancey's aggression." Eventually, Valmont
is slightly wounded by a slashing Danceny causing the fight to stop
for Valmont to seek treatment. Once the duel resumes Valmont
appears to "have lost heart, or even interest." His loss of heart has
nothing to do with his injury. At one point Valmont has the
opportunity to finish Danceny but "fails to cake advantage."
Hampton finishes his description of the fight saying, "Eventually,
it is some piece of inattention very close co carelessness" that allows
Danceny to mortally wound Valmont by piercing him "somewhere below the heart."
The fight scene got off to a slow and somewhat confusing
start due co Jason Goldberg's portrayal of the young Danceny.
Goldberg showed little frustration or fear over Valmont's stalling.
Instead, he came across as cocky and an experienced swordsman.
In reality, Danceny is written as a young "musician" in his first duel
with a highly skilled opponent. This left the audience confused,
thinking chat they were only sparring. Goldberg's verbal explosion
seemed to come out of nowhere. As Valmont, Jim Ballard at 6'3"
was an imposing presence on stage. The fact chat Goldberg is only
5'8"" and looked twelve years old next to Ballard caused one to
question if they were really fighting. It was almost impossible to
believe that Goldberg stood even a small chance against the giant
Ballard. To Burt's credit, for the most part, size disappeared once
the fighting began. Bun's simple short phrases allowed Goldberg
to match quickness to Ballard's size and skill. Though the phrase
worked well, more point work in the choreography and less slashing was expected. The rapier is the most commonly used sword so
that the rare times a smallsword is used, why not use it to the
fullest. Burt may have been limited in his choices due to the fact
chat Ballard is a certified combatant, while this was the first time
Goldberg had picked up a weapon. A compliment co Burt's skill as
a director/instructor is that Goldberg handled the weapon with
grace and believability.

One of Burt's obvious deviations from
the script was the addition of hand co
hand grappling. It would have been an
exciting choice except for such a size
difference between Ballard and
Goldberg. The smaller Goldberg looked like a child
being tossed around, and
the moments he had the
upper hand in the grappling were difficult to
believe. Another unsuccessful deviation that
was no fault of Burt's
was director Brewer's
overlapping scene. Valmont loses his will co
fight because of his
betrayal of Tourvel, a
woman with whom he has
truly fallen in love. In the film
version of Liasons, the fight is cut
with scenes ofTourvel dying. Film
has the luxury of pulling us from
place to place thereby enhancing the
tension of a fight. In UNLV's production,
Brewer placed Tourvel up center stage
behind the mirrored set so that when it was
back-lit, it revealed Tourvel writhing in bed
surrounded by several nuns and a priest.
The effect is best described by an audience
member who was overheard saying: "Is she
having a baby?" Brewer's failed attempt at
reproducing the film sequence only served
to break the tension and distract the audience
from the fight. After the distraction was
over, Burt quickly picked the pace back up
by having Ballard challenge Goldberg, overpower him with the skill of his swordsmanship
only co let him go. The fight finally moved
into some of the smallsword work I had
hoped for earlier in the fight. Ballard's use of
the sword was delicate yet powerful, showing the skill that his character had to have in
order co have been as feared as he was thus
setting up that his eventual death is a suicide. Goldberg finally began co show the fear
lacked at the beginning of the scene. The
fight climaxes with Valmont being mortally
stabbed by Danceny. In the script, Hampton
leaves the stabbing open to the fight director's
discretion. Burt chose co have Goldberg
thrown to the floor and as Ballard moved
cowards him, spin around and stab Ballard.
Burt's choreography caused the ending to
look like an accident, rather than an act of
suicide. In doing this it left an anti-climactic
feel co an otherwise exciting fight.

---"FIH
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THE GOOD OLE 'USA'
As President of the United Stunt-women's Assoc-iation, Noby has
seen the growth of women as stunt performers and in the role of
stunt coordinators. Women like Noby, Sophia Crawford (martial
arts), Marguerite Happy (rodeo) and Debbie Evans (motorcycle)
give the association its outstanding reputation. Stunt performers
will often trade skills. Noby has traded her bullwhip expertise for
fencing lessons! The association refers and facilitates job placement.
It also gets involved with special charity events. The association
supports artistry and safety in stunt work.

po1NT
by J. T. Marlowe
In celebration ofstuntwomen who double
many ofHollywood's finest actresses, here
are two profiles.

Sophia Crawford. Provided /Jy Sop/Jio Crmvford - -

e Fight Master met with stuntwoman extraordinaire Sophia
Crawford. One of the youngest
stuncwomen, Sophia currently doubles
actress Sarah Michelle Gellar, the title
character in the popular television series
Bufb the Vampire Slayer. We sat down at
Jerry's Famous Deli in Studio City to
talk about what led this Londoner to the
states and a Hollywood career.
A FEMALE JACKIE CHAN
Sophia got her start while traveling in
Sourheast Asia. Instead of following a
modeling career, Sophia eventually
trained with members of the Jackie Chan
stunt team in Hong Kong and performed
in over 30 films. As Sophia says, "It was
the best training in my life." Being Caucasian and blonde gave her a startling
advantage as an action star and villain.
Specializing in the martial arcs, Sophia's
big Hollywood break came with her
skillful work in the Kung Fu: The Legend
television series. In Hollywood, working
with larger budgets and better safety
equipment, Sophia now has the luxury to
adapt to a more sophisticated method of
handling exciting stunts.
40
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THE WORK
Because of the
fast pace of television, fight scenes
and sequences are
often not fully
choreographed
and
rehearsed
until the day of
shooting. Prior to
the day of shooting, sets may not
be ready and
wardrobe, which
is always a factor
for women, may -.........~--~l'!'-':ii.illl~
not be completely Buffy's double, Sophia Crawford, prepares
pulled together. Photo provided by Sophia Crawford.

""-,,...,,~-- -~
with a partner on a California beach.

The stunt coordinator is the boss and will assess a sruntperson's skills to make sure
the person is qualified and can handle the demands of each stunt. With a wink,
Sophia says that the stuntwomen "blow the crew away and get more cheers than the
guys!" Women are competitive in all forms of stunt work although car stunts are still
dominated by the stuntmen.
Sophia uses various methods of concentration and preparation before a stunt
including the same kind of visualization used by actors before a show and athletes before
a big game. Instead of a broadsword or staff, Sophia may use the same technique but with
a pipe or piece of wood. Her past training is a conduit to her present skills. Rehearsals are
critical to her success. Despite the professional on set care, by the end of the season, Sophia
may suffer the occasional broken bone-an occupational hazard and reality!
THE DANGER AND THE EXHILARATION
Sophia sees herself working five years to twenty years down the line! And even when she
was catapulted thirty-five feet in the air in a recent Buffy stunt gone awry, she managed
to escape harm and turned right around and pulled it off. Sophia considers her work an
art form and a challenge to execute the moves in an exciting yet safe manner.
Kudos to you Sophia or should we say-'Tae Kwon (ku) Dos'!
The Fight Master also sat down with the astonishing
stuntwoman Noby Arden. Noby, who's more comfortable
flying through the air than being on the ground, is the
President of the United Scuntwomen's Association (USA).
Noby talked about her amazing film and television stunts
and her unique perspective on the business.
IN HER BLOOD
Noby is a fourth generation circus performer. She started
doing aerial stunts at the age of eight! Her father caught
her how to use her first bullwhip in their act. And when a
stunt coordinator friend of her father's suggested Noby go
into stunt work, she was a natural. Noby not only uses her
circus background (Russian swing, teeterboard, trampoline,
flying trapeze, high falls , bull and stock whips) as a foundation co her many talents as a stunt performer but also to
train actors. Noby was the bullwhip trainer to actress Debi
Mazar on Batman Forever.
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SAFETY FIRST
While there may be more time to prepare and rehearse a stunt in
film, Noby knows, all too well, that a stunt can change at the last
moment. Heights may be increased, weather elements may be
added. Despite the pressure, Noby puts safety first. Equipment is
double checked and Noby prefers to have a fellow stunt person
as a second pair of eyes. Noby also thinks through what to do if
something were to go wrong. As Noby simply and clearly says,
"It's my life!" Doing a 200 foot slide off a cliff for a Northern
Exposure television episode or flying off a building without a full
harness in the Bruce Willis film The Color ofNight, Noby excels.
And while most actors marvel at her fearlessness, Noby says chat
speaking dialogue makes her more nervous!
STUNT COORDINATOR
Noby's work as a stunt coordinator is unique in a business that is
still dominated by men. With mostly male producers, directors
and stunt coordinators, it is difficult for a woman to break the
ranks. But Noby has proven herself as an expert in technique and

rigging, in planning and in the preparation and execution of stunt
work for commercials, television and film. Her years as a circus
performer have taught her chat for certain stunts keeping rigging
simple can be the best protection for a successful and safe stunt.
And what does Noby do for recreation? She's getting into
rock climbing! Still reaching for the sky.

Suppliers & Services
Inclusion in this listing is provided as a paid seFVice and does not represent endorsement by the SAFD

Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
655 Highland Avenue NE, Suite #7C, Atlanta, GA 3031
(404) 523-6623 www.stagecombat.com
Weapons rental, instruction, choreography, adjudication, works o

The Annouryl
American Fencers Supply
1180 Folsom Street, San Francisco CA 94103
(415) 863-7911 www.amfi ce.com
Catalog available

Arms and
1101 Stinson Blvd NE, Minnea
(612) 331-6473

Mark Haney
6000 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 944-0252
Handmade broadswords

Limelight Editions
118 East 30th Street, New York, NY 10016
(212) 532-5525
Publisher: Swashbuckling by Richard J. Lane

Starfire Swords, Ltd.
74 RR Avenue, Spencer, NY 14883
(607) 589-6630 www.starfireswords.com
Broadswords, daggers, polearms, etc. Online catalog

Sword and Anvil, Inc.
124 Penn Avenue, Dover, NJ
(201) 328-8488
Videos, books, weapons

Steve Vaughan
==..,r.111i..-.--~3400 Broadway, Alexander, NY 14005
75 591-3673
Custo broadswords

Fiocchi Sword Cutlery

Triplette C mpetition Arms

305 East State Street, Athens, OH 4
(740) 593-4263
Custom weapons

01 East M . Street, Elkin, NC 28621
(336) 835-7 4 www.triplette.com
Ca: 9g available

Dennis Graves, Swordcutler

Vulcan's Forge

255 South 41st Street, Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 494-4685
Sales and rental. Catalog

Lewis Shaw, Proprietor
3013 Shannon Drive, Baltimore, MD 21213
(410) 325-2046 Lonniesc@aol.com
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compiled by Jeff A.R. Jones

he Fight Master begins a new feature with Fight Directors'
Forum, in which questions are posed regarding certain
aspects of stage combat. This issue's Forum focuses on
women in stage combat.

ls there a different emotional response when an audience sus vioknce
directed toward women vs. vioknce directed toward men?
A few years ago Pan Asian Repertory Theatre was asked to panicipate in an ongoing outreach program dealing with traditional
male/female roles in the Chinese American community. One of these
programs dealt with domestic violence.
l...choreographcd two scenes. One scene from Louis Chu's Eat a
Bowl ofTea which dealt with a wife beater and the othcr... from Noel Coward's Private l.ives where Amanda beats up Elliot.
Over the period of four months we presented these scenes co
nwnerous Asian groups, varying from fresh off the boats (FOBs) to fourth
generation Young Asian Professionals (YAPs). The general consensus was
chat they found the wife beating scene quite disturbing, but thought
Amanda waylaying Elliot was hilarious.
What I concluded from this was chat women beating up men is
funny. Our perceptions of the weaker sex are quite inherent and cross cultural. If you want your audience to fall down laughing have a small woman
kick a huge man in the groin.
-=Michael Chin, Fight Director

Always the audience loves to see women in action and to triumph
over men is better yet.
-=J.R. Beardsley, College of Fight Masters
One ofthe choreographer's challenges is creating risk and danger for the
character without making the audience believe the actor is endangered;
is this any more or less difficult to achieve with women combatants?
Olivier said: "If the audience doesn't believe the acrors arc risking
their lives, they don't care." The secret is co convince the audience that
what is occurring is, indeed, risky, bur char the participants arc "up to
it." ... as if to say: "This is dangerous, but we choose consciously to do
this and have prepared ourselves for success ..." This holds true for both
women and men. If we ask more than performers are prepared to give,
we will fail aniscically and put people at risk in an irresponsible way.
-=Dan Caner, Fight Director

Only insofar as finding highly skilled women combatants who can
make the choreography really come co life is not always as casy...This is
not due to any gender differences, only social ones chat produce a larger percentage of students studying stage combat that arc men.
-=David "Pops" Docrsch, Certified Teacher
Have you found any skills at which women or mm are inherently bmu?
I've been teaching a broadsword class this semester. In the class of IO
are 6 women, all of whom are under 5'2" and less than 110 lbs. At the
beginning of the semester I was quite concerned that I was going to have
to teach the class in a radically different way. But as the class has progressed,
they arc actually ahead of past classes. Because of the lesser mwcle power
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Understanding death: David "Pops• Doersch showis lady MacDuff (Julie
Briskman Half) how a kill should happen in MacBeth at the Guthrie. Fight
Direction by David "Pops" Doersch, photo by Michal Daniel.

available to them, they have all very quickly mastered lcrting the weapon
work for chem. While the swords arc almost as tall as they, they arc all
quite exceptional fighters. In facr, the grace with which they use the
weapon shows a far greater understanding of how the weapon works.
-=Jim Pinnow, Fight Director
On the whole I find chat ladies have far more flexibility and far less
need to "chop" with a sword, so often I find chat ladies understand more
the slicing capabilities of a sword than do gentlemen.
I find that ladies are usually better able to storytell the target area to
the audience than men who tend co rely on their parry or defense as
though they were never in dangcr... whilc ladies storytell the danger of the
attack before they defend much better.
-<>Bill Lcngfeldcr, Certified Teacher
I've long been aware that no matter how strong my technique, a punch
thrown or received by me will never look quite the same as the identical
technique executed by a man-and I've begun co think that may be just fine.
I'm not a man, so why should I fight like one? That said, my aim for myself
(and my students of either gender) is always co perform safe, centered techniques with optimal strength, ferocity and balance, while wasting as linle
energy as possible worrying that I don't look the same as that big guy across
the room. I'll worry about that when I'm cast as Charles the Wrestler.
Even now that I can throw a punch with (and at?) a straight face, ...
the reality of me, Ricki, actually participating in a prolonged fist fight
remains as ludicrous as ever. "Run away" or "call 911" seem much more

realistic options. What a relief it was to discover some years ago that there
is another style, sometimes called contemporary violmce...a style which
feels incredibly more "natural" to me than do most unarmed techniques.
Because of its character-based nature and frequent use of improvisation as an avenue to discover choreography, contemporary vioknce... is a style
for actor/combatants which is well worth exploring in class and on stage.
=Ricki Ravitts, Fight Director
This is a question I have been trying to answer for nearly three
years. I feel Brian Byrnes lunges better than I. Is this a sexual question? ...
I began researching bio-mechanical differences between men and
women. I interviewed a team of some of the top Ohio sports medicine
doctors, read articles and skimmed books. I even began organizing a
survey relating itself to everything from physical attributes toward
athletic and environmental backgrounds.
I gave up on crying co find the answer... .I had encountered a query
that expanded inco a variety of issues and basically, I needed co define the
word "better." Better physically? Better technically? Better aesthetically?
While pondering this, I found chat men and women share the
greatest physical similarity during prepubescance ...."Female puberty is a
rime of significant changes in one's physique, including broadening of
the hips .. ." ... The differences in the hips are greatest. Women have a
presumed wider pelvis which produces varus (a femoral angle chat is
twisted or "bowlegging" )at the hips ; which often results in a valgus
(bent outward, or twisting) at the knee ....
This information leads me to the limited conclusion chat Brian
may lunge better than I because his butt does not stick out and he is not
bow legged, while mine does and I am . However, "There are significant
physical variations that occur within each sex and these are often greater
or as great as differences between the sexes."
Physically, Brian Byrnes has a natural ability chat transcends his
sexuality....Body types {megamorphs, endomorphs and ectomorphs etc.)
are not gender specific. (He is a small sword. I am a broad sword. No
pun intended) ....
In conclusion, ic is my opinion, the variables are so great that there
is no answer All things have led me to a quagmire.
I can not think of one aspect of our art form where one gender has
any advantage. Things may come more naturally to one individual than
another, but I do not beleive there is a gender-based issue.
-=k Jenny Jones, Fight Director
Everyone brings a different leveUamo1mt of related experience to their
study ofstage combat; which specific disciplines do you find more common in women? In men? Do any of these specific backgro11nds consistnztly aid or hinder training?
Sports training is a great help co both genders-specifically basketball
and football for weapons work as well as unarmed. The skills seem co
center upon using one's body to allow or deny an-opponent's desired
objective. For whatever reason in our society it seems chat men have
more experience with these spores related activities
-=Brent Gibbs, Fight Director

Weight training, football and other "Macho" spores really gee in the
way of good, competent fighting for the men. 1 find myself having to
untrain their bodies of a lifetime of ineffective posturing and bravado to
concentrate on the intricacies and delicacies of communicating.... I chink
chat most choreographers today want subtlety and varicty.... Women
simply have a leg up in that category. They are socialized to more graceful
activities, and tend to not rebel at dance-like choreography.
-=David "Pops" Doersch, Certified Teacher

Do you feel any societal pressure to have women win fights? Do yo11 feel
any societal pressure to have women make a display ofstrength in scenes
they are scripted to losei'
The question here is really one of perpetuating chc idea of
"woman as victim," the helpless female with no alternatives to being
victimized. That doesn't oblige us to create false myths about the lack
of vulnerability. We're all potentially vulnerable, and we don't want to
put our false senses of security into the ethos.
-=-Dan Career, Fight Director
Are there differences in the way men and women fight? What tactics are
employed when women fight women vernts when women fight men?
Women don't play by the rules. Gentleman's conduct is replaced
by survival tactics ....When they fight with other women it is more
brutal, no holds barred, more confident. Against men, we have to be
more cunning and/or frantic to be able to win.
-=Jina Robinon-Hansen, Cenificd Teacher

Men choose violence as a problem solving cool quicker and more
often than women. When women are forced (or choose) co fight they
will fight as well as they are trained.
-=David Woolley, College of Fight Masters
Do you feel most roles req11iring women to fight are realistic or stereotypical? In what manner? Is this changing?
I think they're stereotypical, they demand women to be pulling hair
or flailing or relying on lucky, unorthodox methods to win battles. As the
writing changes, and as younger audiences begin buying theatre subscriptions and seeing movies where female combatants are cool, more calculating,
methodical fighters, I think more stage productions will allow it.
=Bruce Cromer, Certified Teacher

In my theatrical experience, the majority of the violence that I see
involving women fits into one of 2 categories- "masculine" (right cross,
punch 'em in the head, etc.) or the stereotypical "cat fight. " While there
are definite differences in the way that men and women fight, it seems
like people cake the easy way out and don't explore those differences. Just
because a woman doesn't throw a right cross, it doesn't necessarily mean
that she will automatically scratch your eyes out, either. There is a huge
amount of unexplored middle ground between a right cross and a cat
fight. A women's center of gravity is different, and her physical strength
is different than the average man. This moves her body differencly....
in unarmed combac ... chere are many ways of making violence with
women more realistic and interesting. I don't chink that many choreographers realize how many options they have.
-=Angela Bonacasa, Accor/Combatant

With what frequency do you cast cross-gender for fighting roles?
In what circumstances? Have you cast women for male fight roles
or men for female fight roles?
I have from time to time done some "gender bending" in shows chat
require fights ... and then had a female play the fighting role ... .! found
the "gender bending" experience worked on a variety of levels. First,
it was refreshing to see the voice of reason, in a neoclassical play,
delivered in female tonality. Second, it was equally refreshing to see a
female character fully cognizant of the fact that sometimes righteous
violence is required.
-=Michael Kirkland, Certified Teacher
(continued on page 45)
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Put to the
Test

Angela Fazio
UA RD BS
Joey Honsa
UA
Sarah Losey RD QS S&S, Awarded
Sam Munoz RD QS S&S, Awarded
Vladimir Grode UA BS, Awarded
David Saleh
UA BS, Awarded

David Schmidt
Cliff Lawson
Julie Lockhart

FEBRUARY

Results of the SAFD,s Proficiency Skills Tests throughout the country

Single Action Theatre at The Actor's
Gym/Winter Wonderland Workshop, Chicago
February 8, 1999

Michael Gray
RD UA BS
Brian Egon Smith
RD UA BS
Kimberly Jurgen
RD UA BS
Allen Hooper
RD UA BS
Matthew Von Redlich RD UA, Renewal
Paul Crook
RD UA, Renewal
Marcus Durham RD UA, Renewal
Jason Armit
RD UA, Renewal

Location

Date

Instructor
Adjudicator
Person Tested
Weapons Proficiency
RD Rapier liI Dagger UA
Unarmed
QS Quarterstaff
SS
Smallsword
BS Broadsword
S&S Sword & Shield
Renewal Renewal of Actor/Combatant status
Awarded
Examiner's Award for Excellence
MAY

1998

University of Houston
Brian Byrnes

May 14,1998
Erik Fredricksen

Cesar Alexander Castillo
Michelle S. Staines
Curtis Gore Billings
Tulre Kristine Simpson
Felicidi Scott
Mary M. Mechler
Elizabeth Locke
Richard Ramsey
Marci Richards
Amanda L. Henkel

RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD

Louisana Tech University
Mark Guinn
Austin Barrow
Roberta Williams
Bart Pitchford
TJ Schwab
Amy Houck
Henry Layton
Todd Smith
Michael Magaw
Jillie Anne Eves
Qui Nguyen
Collin Brown
Jeremy Reynolds
Michael Magaw
Nathan Lemoine
Jennifer Nelson
Thomas Benton

UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS
UA SS

May 22,1998

J.R. Beardsley
RD UAQS
RD UA QS
BS&S BS 55
BS&S BS SS
BS&S BS SS, Awarded
BS&S BS SS, Awarded
QS SS, Awarded
QS SS, Awarded
UA BS QS
UA BS QS
UA BS QS
UA BS QS
UA BS QS
UA BS QS
BS&S BS QS
BS&S BS QS

AUGUST

United Kingdom
August 7, 1998
Richard Ryan, Bret Yount,
John McFarland
Erik Fredricksen
Jennifer Bryan
RD UA SS; QS BS Awarded
SEPTEMBER
The Lost Colony
k Jenny Jones
Mat Morphew
Amy Adkins
Joe England
Max Kerrane
Derrick A. Moore
Steve Forth
Joel Graver
J.R.A. Schaefer
Hector Juan Bracer
Brance Cornelius
Brandon Smiley
Mike Peters
Brandon Wardell
Pete Townsend
Stephanie Kelly
nffany Meade
Steven Bryson
Joseph Barton
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OCTOBER
Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire October 8, 1998
Greg Ramsey
David Boushey

Kate Ramsey
Seph Quaglia
David Godbey
Ron Keller
Bryce Bermingham
John Baily
Kaya Reiss
Todd Loughry
Brian Foley
Lauren Volkmer
Lauri Miller
Jeff Yates
Stanton Davis
Dani Bellar
Jeanette Walmsley
Ginny Bartholomew
Deni Neimond
Lindsey Clinton
Jane Ellen Borg
Karl Crose
Kerri Slavin
Mia Seitz
Michelle Kepner

RD
RD
RD
RD
RD

UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
BS, Awarded
BS, Awarded
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
QS, Awarded
QS, Awarded
QS, Awarded
QS, Awarded
QS, Awarded
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS

UA BS QS SS
UA BS QS SS
UA BS QS SS
UA BS QS SS
UA BS QS SS
RD UA BS QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS
RD UA QS

BS S&S; SS Awarded
RD UA QS SS BS S&S
RD UA QS SS BS S&S
SS BS S&S
SS BS S&S
SS BS S&S
SS BS S&S
RD UA QS, Awarded
RD UA QS, Awarded
RD UA QS, Awarded
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
RD UAQS
SS BS S&S

Penn State University
Mark E. Olsen

December 13, 1998
I, Allen Suddeth
RD UA BS, Awarded
RD UA BS, Awarded
RD UA BS, Awarded
RD UA BS
RD UA BS
RD UA BS
RD UA BS
RD UA BS
RD UA BS
RD UA BS

NOVEMBER
Bard Alley Studio

kJennyJones
Cliff Jenkins
Beth Harris
Tareh Frazier
Duane Orleman

November 1, 1998
Drew Fracher

RD
RD
RD
RD

Freehold Theatre
Geoff Alm
Doug Steves
Trey Gordon
Rob Jones
Kerry E. Christianson
Lacy Altwine
Andrew Chin
John Williams Lynch
Ilene Fins
Tom Sunderland

UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,

Renewal
Renewal
Renewal
Renewal

November 7, 1998
David Boushey

RD UA BS
RD UA BS
RD UA BS
SS QS
SS QS, Renewal
SS QS
SS QS
SS QS
SS QS

University of Tennessee November 20, 1998
David Doersch

Spetember 4, 1998
JD Martinez

RD
RD
RD
RD
RD

Marianne Kubik
Karla Kash
Tommy Day Carey
Enoch Chan
Matt Greene
Ted Eaton
Tracy Oliverio
Zach White
Joe Plummer
Rebecca Carey
Stephanie Dorian
Brian Abascal
Carmelle Arad
Eric Fennell
James Nardella
Jenny Neale
Jesse Weaver
Linda Park
Lorie Meeker
Michael Kaye
Rob Hoehn
Sang Gyu Seo
Sara Schatz
Stacy Eddy
Susan Main
Richard Hedderman

Drew Fracher

Jennifer Pennington
Shannon Keams
Gabe Maxson
Michelle Torres
Toju Omatete
Amy Eisfeld
Jack Paglen
Rick Eldredge
Jennifer Rives
Rosanne Ma
Kent Bearden
John Woodworth
Erik Ting

James Marvel

RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD, Awarded
RD

DECEMBER
Brandeis Univ/Boston Univ December 5, 1998
Robert Walsh/Ted Sharon
Dale Girard

Michael Huftile
Georgia Lyman

SS S&S BS; UA RD QS Awarded
BS S&S, Awarded
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Culley Johnson
Gurhan Elmalioglu
Doug Cockle
Joyce Brew
Anthony Irons
Alex Ward
Jacquelyn Poplar
Peter Wray
J.G. Smith
Sharon Dasha

University of Nebraska-Lincoln December 18, 1998
Paul Steger

Amy Rafa
Ryan Johnston
Eric Moyer
Becky Key
Melissa Wallner
Amy Jirsa
Robyn Donner
Jude Hickey
Robie Hayek
Kris Kling
John long
Amy lohnson
JANUARY,

l,R. Beardsley
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA
RD UA

1999

Columbia College
David Woolley

James Carlson
Joy Ronstadt
Brian Hamman
Mandy Harbut
Erin Carlson
Kevin Murphy
Jesse Jackson

lanuary 21, 1999
Richard Raether

UA RD SS BS
UARD
UA RD SS BS
UA RD SS BS
S&S QS SS, Awarded
S&S QS SS
UA RD SS BS

Chuck Coyl/Nicholas Sandys, Aaron
Ande™Jn
Richard Raether
Sabrina Uoyd
UA RD QS

Molly Neylan
Steve Lewis
Jennifer Lewis
Jonathan Goldman
Sarah Losey
Brenda Kelly
Gregory Larson

UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD

QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS

RD UA, Renewal
RD UA, Renewal
RD UA, Renewal

University of Houston
October 24, 1998
Brian Byrnes
Erik Fredricksen

February 28, 1999
Drew Fracher

November 18, 1998
IR Beardsley
John Cashman
RD UA, Renewal
Alex Daye
RD UA, Renewal
Joey Costello
RD UA, Renewal
Phillip Daye

Atlanta Stage
Combat Studio
Scot J. Mann

Philip Raybourn
llich Guardiola

RD UA, Renewal
RD UA, Renewal

December 22, 1998
k Jenny tones
Drew Fracher
Keith Gavigan

RD UA

lanuary 29, 1999

Gregory Hoffman Drew Fracher
Thomas C. Turner RD UA, Renewal
February 25, 1999
Bruce Lecure
Drew Fracher
RD UA, Renewal
nm Bell

VIDEO TAPE TESTS
October 24, 1998
Drew Fracher
David Boushey
Chris La Montagne RD UA, Renewal
John Brent Curry RD UA, Renewal

(continued ftom page 43)
What is the tksired auaience response to a rape scene? Do you be/i(!lle
showing an intensely graphic scene ofrape/domestic vioknce achi(!lles the
desired responser
...Sometimes it needs to be graphic in order to affect people more. I
often feel it's worse to leave it to their imagination by how the beginning
and aftermath are played or if one can only hear it.
-=-Tina Robinon-Hansen, Cenified Teacher

I was watching a movie in when a sexual and violent (although nor
quite rape) scene came on. While most of the audience was horrified as
intended, when the man struck the woman, some men in the row in
front of me said excitedly, "Oh yeah, she's gonna get it now!" I was
struck not only by the fact that they thought this was going to be great
entertainment, but that they felt completely comfortable expressing this
in a crowded theatre. I realized that there are some people for whom
sexual violence is a distinct turn-on. Combined with the growing percentage of women who have had some form of sexual assault and do not
want co relive it, this discovery has led me co be very responsible in my
portrayal of sexual violence. If the script deals with the ace, as in Extremities, I will stage it, but if it being used as a minor plot point (as in
Showgirls) or as a rape of convenience (robbers find a woman at home),
I will do my best co talk the director into another storyline for the scene's
violence.
-=-Jeff A.R. Jones, Fight Director
Women, has your knowledge ofstage combat hindered., helped, or had
no effect on your career? Pkase explain.
I figured out early in my career that if I wanted to fight on a stage
I'd better create my own roles. So, I created my own theatre group ...
where we wrote our own stories. I also got the job at the Royal Danish
Armoury museum doing these plays and weapons demonstrations.
Then, I lost the job 2½ years later because it wasn't "historically correct"
to have women doing medieval fighcing .... the first medieval fight festival
which I creatcd...accracted more than 30,000 people in 9 clays. To justify
getting rid of me I was cold that I wasn't good at broadsword fighting ...
Being a cypical woman I believed thcm ... at first. Then .. .l got my first
job as fight choreographer at a Broadway equivalent theater in Copenhagen. The fights were, of course, with broadswords. Now I'm allowed
to uain the knights on horseback and on foot, bur, not perform .... I still
have my own fight group that does plays and demos. Otherwise, as a
fight director being a woman has helped me get some jobs especially if

Taking the upper hand, Barrie Blankenship battles fames Cabeen in Rogues'
Gallery by On Edge Productions. Fight Direction by Dale A. Girard, Photo
provided by Girard.

other women or children are involved. Bue, it's hard to be taken seriously
in the professional world.
-=-Tma Robinon-Hansen, Cenified Teacher

As a woman fighter have fight directors generally spent more or less time
working with you or with male fighters in the scene?
fu a woman fighter, fight directors tend co spend less time working
with me only because I pick up technique and choreography quickly, not
because of my gender.
-=-Sandy Van Bremen, Actor/Combatant
Early in my career as a fight director, I noticed that when directing
contemporary scenes that coupled gender and violence, I spent more
time exploring the choices of the male actor/character than I did his
female counterpart. I began to see that, through my direction, male
actors (character-attackers) were empowered through active choices,
whereas female actors (character-victims) were disempowered through
re-active choices. At first I believed this disproportion in the process was
the result of author-intended inequities in the text, and somehow concocted the equation: "Attacker equals action. Victim equals reaction."
However, staging violence without the possibility of the balance of power
being shifted is staging oppression (the language is owned by one side)
rather than conflict (both, in some degree, have access to the language) .... the "attack" vocabulary is reserved for the male and the
"defense" vocabulary is reserved for the female. Such gender-divided systems arc based on the assumption: although a woman docs not want to
be a victim, neither does she wane to be an attacker....Although this concept of "gender ownership" of aspects of the language of violence once
limited my vision for dramatic possibility, it now forces me to examine
scenes for dialogues of conflict rather than monologues of oppression.
-=-Colleen Kelly, Fight Director
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!RECTORY

BRENT GIBBS

R1CKI RAVITTS

ER1CA BILDER

738 E. Mabel
Tuscon, AZ 85719-4035
H: (520) 622-2143
W: (520) 621-9402
Br<n1G@U .Arizona.cdu

2350 Broadway, #924
New York, NY I 0024
(2 I 2) 874-7408
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579

One Fifth Avenue, #7H
New York, NY 10003
(212) 504-5470
Fax: (2 I 2) 254-4955
cricabildcr@compuserve.com

GREGORY HOFFMAN

GOVERNING BODY
President
DALE ANTHONY GIRARD
55 Arundel Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06107
H: (860) 521-3163
W: (860) 463-6929
Fax: (860) 313-0316
SAFDprez@aol.com

REGIONAL
REPRFSENTATIVF5
ALASKA:

DOMINIQUE GOLDBAR

330 South Flower
Anchorage, AK 99508
907-333-6058
csrom@ala,k.a, net

ARIZONA

\!ice President
PAUL DENNHARDT
1513 Waunona Way
Madison, WI
H, (608) 226-9540
W: (608) 263-4716
Fax: (608) 263-2463
chefprd@aol.com
pden n hardt@facstaff.wisc.edu

Secretary
MICHAEL J . ANDERSON
2101 NE ~nn<dySrtttt, Suire IOI
Minneapolis, MN 55413-2639
H: (612) 759-971 I
W: (612) 759-971 I
Fax: (612) 331-5746
Cell: (612) 759-9711
roadkill@bitstream.net
www.swordfight.com

Treasurer
JULIA RUPKALVIS
4335 Van Nuys Boulevard #117
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
H: (818) 508-6806
W: (310) 585-5097
jdrup@ix.netcom.com
www.s1un1grunts.com

Fight Master Representative
ERIK FREDRICKSEN
1425 Textile Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
H: (313) 944-0116
(313) 747-2296
Hannis@UMICH .edu

w,

Fight Director Representative
GEOFFREY ALM
I 05 57 Dayton Avenue North
Seaule, WA 98133
(206) 361-5179
Fax: (206) 440- 1044
gbald@juno.com
Certified Teacher Representative
kJENNY JONES

BRENT GIBBS
738 E. Mabel
Tucson, AZ 85719-4035
H: (602) 622-2143
W: (602) 621-9402
Br<n1G@U.Arizona.edu

CAUFORNIA, Northern/

HAWA/l

GREGORY HOFFMAN
774 MV Blvd #10-161
Incline illage, NV 8945 I
(415) 703-7150
Cell: (209) 601-7729

11nd CALIFORNIA, Northern
RICHARD LANE
The Academ5t of the Sword
58 7 Lisbon tree!
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622
RJLane@flash.net

C.ALIFORNIA, Southern

PAYSON BURT

Los A~clcs Fight Academy
4335 an Nuys Blvd. #195
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Cell: (818) 694-5550
P H Burc@aol.com

ILUNOIS

CHUCKCOYL
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(773) 764-3825
ch uckcoyl@prodigy.co m

INDIANA

ANDREWM. HAYES
Indiana Wesleyan University
420 I South Wa,hingmn
Marion, IN 46953
H: (765) 677-2728
W: (765) 677-2728
ahayes@indwes.edu

KENTUCKY: Stt OHIO
LOUISIANA/OKLAHOMA

MARK "Rat" GUINN
Louisiana Tech. University
P.O. BOX 8608 TS
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
H: (318) 255-6823
W: (318) 257-2930
Fax: (318) 257-4571
Mdguinn@linknet.net

MAINE: Stt MASSACHUSETTS

MARYIANDIDELAWARE

LEWIS SHAW

Vulcan's Forge
330 West 23rd Scrcet
Baltimore, MD 21211
W: (410) 235-0905
LonnieSC@aol.com

MASSACHUSETTS

tr

COLORADO

Ntw Eni_land

On 11fre Productions
1633 merson Street, Apt. lt6
Denver, CO 80218
H: (303) 839-8977
Pager: (303) 266-3215
kentge@msn.com

60 Tolman Street
West Newton, MA 02465-1020
H: (617) 244-9656
Fax: (6 I 7) 244-2487
RWalsh@binah.cc.brandeis.cdu

DELA WARE.- Stt MARYLAND

MINNESOTA

FLORIDA, Northtrn

Engarde! Unlimited
2 IO 1 NE ~nn<dy Sa..t, Suite IO I
Minneapolis, MN 55413-2639
H : (6 I 2) 759-97 I I
W: (612) 759-9711
Fax: (612) 331-5746
Cell: (612) 759-971 I
roadkill@bitstream.net
www.swordfight.com

GEOFFEKENT

JAMES N. BROWN
1500 NW 16th Avenue, Apt. 208
Gainesville, FL 32605
H : (352) 379-0778
W: (352) 392-2039
Fax: (352) 392-5 I 14
jbrown@nersp.ncrdc. ufl .edu

FLORIDA, S011thern

Bard Alley Studio
430 Oliver Street
Cincinnati, OH 452 I 4
(513) 579-0991
Fax: (513) 321-1612
KJBRl@email.msn.com

JOHN CASHMAN

Actor Combatant/
Friend Repre,entativc
ANGELA BONACASA

SCOT MANN

I 0-37 51 st Avenue, Apt #I
Lon~ Island City, NY 1110 I
(718 392-3098
mrrrhead@erols.com

HAWAll: Stt CALIFORNIA, North

125 Jamts Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
(407) 423-5193
cashman@gdi.net

GEORGIA

655 Highland Ave. NE, Suite C
Adanta, GA 30312
H: (404) 523-6623
VM : (888) 206- 1470
scotmann@sraiecombat.com
www.stagecom at.com

ROBE TWALSH

MICHAELJ.ANDERSON

NEVADA

LINDA MCCOLLUM
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5044
(702) 895-3662
McCollum@ccmail.nevada.edu

NEWJERSEY
RICK SORDELET
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(20 1) 509-0569
Sordaplay@aol.com

NEW MEXICO

TIM D. PINNOW
Theatre Department
New Mexico State University
Las C ruces , NM 8800 I
H: (505) 647-2667
W: (505) 646-4 5 I 7
TPinnow@N MSU .edu

WYOMING

STEVE VAUGHAN
3400 Broadway
Alexander, NY 14005
(716) 591-3673

LEIGH SELTING
510 South 12th
Laramie, WY 82070
H: (307) 742-2699
W: (307) 766-3287
Seking@uwyo.edu

NORTH CAROUNA
JEFF A.R. JONES
SagcComba1Ac:adcmyofNoith Carolina
I 240C Hamilmn Court
Cary, NC 27511
H: (919) 388-8945
Fax: (919) 460-1834
jarjones@aol.com

OHIO/KENTUCKY

kJENNY JONES
Bard Alley Studio
430 Oliver Screec
Cincinnati, OH 55214
(513) 579-0991
Fax: (513) 321-1612
KJBRI@email.msn.com

OKLAHOMA:

s,, TEXAS

PENNSYLVANIA

JOHN BELLOMO
I 21 7 Porter Street
Philadelphia, PA 19148
(215) 334-1814
Pager: (800) 5 SPRINT x3548697
Bellomoland@sprin1mail.com

SOUTH CAROUNA

JACK YOUNG
Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Box 454
Greenville, SC 29602
H : (864) 235-8845
W: (864) 232-810 I
Fax, (864) 235-6729

TEXAS/OKLAHOMA

BRYAN BYRNES
School ofThcacrc
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77204-5071
H : (713) 528-3413
W:(713) 743-2915
Fax: (713) 749-1420
BByrnes@UH.edu

UTAH

D.C.WRIGHT
I 072 Sarah Circle
Orem, Ut. 84058
(801) 225-7700
Dcspace@aol.com

VIRGINIA

SPENCER HUMM
5765-F Burke Centce Parkway
Suire It! 25
Burke, VA 220 I 5
(703) 59-FIGHT
SlashM@aol.com

WASHINGTON STATE
I 05 57 Dayton Avenue North
Scanle, WA 98133
H: (206) 361-5179
Fax: (206) 440-1044
gbald@juno.com

WASHINGTON DC

MICHAEL JOHNSON

DAVID BR1MMER
434 7th Street, Apartment 3
Brooklyn. NY 11215
H: (718) 788-5381
Pager: (917) 928-3028

142B 12th Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
H: (202) 543-2571
Fax: (202) 543-8393
foundart@ho1mail.com
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AMBASSADOR TO THE U.K.

RICHARD RYAN

IO Cranbook Park
Wood Green, London
N22 5NA England
081-881-1536
RRyanlSCW@aol.com

COLLEGE OF
FIGHT MAsTERS

J.R. BEARDSLEY
4790 Ca~hlin Parkway, Apt. 363
Reno, N 89509
(775) 747-2931
lntljr@aol.com

DAVID BOUSHEY
2723 Saratoga Lane
Everett, WA 98203
(425) 290-9973
BUSHMAN@prodigy.net

DREW FRACHER
3275 Turkey Foot Road
Edgewood, KY 41017
(606) 426-0 I 6 I
vern I Oth@worldncc.an.net

ER1K FREDR1CKSEN
1425 Textile Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
H: (313) 944-0116
W: (313) 747-2296
Hannis@UMICH.edu
DALE ANTHONY GIRARD
55 Arundel Avenue
Wtst Hartford, CT 06107
H: (860) 521-3163
W: (860) 463-6929
Fax: (860) 313-0316
SAFDprn@aol.com

DAVID LEONG
I 06 North Strawberry Street
Richmond, VA 23220
H: (804) 254-2071
W: (804) 828- I 5 I 4
Service: (212) 382-3535
dsleong@saturn.vcu.edu

Hamlet (Bruce McKenzie) kills Claudius (Patrick Tovatt) at Actoo J'heatll!
al Louisville. F,ghts by On?N Frocher,
photo by Richard C Trigg.

FIGHT DIRECTORS
GEOFFREY ALM
I 05 57 Dayton Avenue North
Searrle, WA 98133
(206) 361 -51 79
Fax: (206) 440-1044
gbald@ju no.com

PAYSON BURT
Los Angeles Fight Academy
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. #195
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Cell: (818) 694-5550
P H Burr@aol.com
BRIAN BYRNES
School ofTheatre
University of Houston
Houston, TX 7 7204-5071
H: (713) 528-3413
W: (7 13) 743-2915
Fax: (713) 749-1420
BByrnes@UH.edu
DAN CARTER
603 East Irvin Avenue
State College, PA I 6801 -6606
H: (814) 867 1803
W: (8 I 4) 865-7586
dhc4@email.PSU.edu

JAMES "J:amie" D. CHEATHAM
1200 St. Andrews Road,# 7 1 I
Columbia. SC 29210
(803) 772 5368

MICHAEL CHIN
260 W. 22nd Street, Apt. 3
New York, NY 10011
(212) 807-1004
Fax: (212) 807-9557
Nscwboss@aol.com

CHARLES CONWELL
I 68 Sycamore Lane
Phoenixville, PA 19460
H: (61 O) 933-8238
W: (2 15) 875-2230

J.D. MAR'[INEZ
"The Cedars
850 Turnpike Road
Lexington, VA 24450
H: (540) 463-3756
W: (540) 463-8005
marrinczjd@wlu.edu

6321 N. Lakewood
C hicago, IL 60660
(773) 764-3825
chuckcoyl@prodigy.com

RICHARD RAETHER

PAUL DENNHARDT

1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 6 I 103
(815) 962-6579
MERaeiher@aoJ.com

I 5 13 Waunona Way
Madison, WI
H : (608 ) 226-9540
W: (608) 263-47 16
Fax: (608) 263-2463
chefprd@aol.com
pdennhardt@lfacstaff.wisc.edu

GEOFFREY ALM

NEW YORK CITY

J.
Univtrslty of Alaska-Anchorage~ Richard 3 with Michael Larson, Scott Tengelin,
Don Maw,ei/. Battle chan!ography by Kit Dav/in, photo counesy Michael Hood.

NEW YORK, W..stern

J. ALLEN SUDDETH
I 3 I Linden Avenue
Glenridfc, NJ 07028
(973) 7 8-5697
Fax: (973) 748-5697
DAVID WOOLLEY
2025 W. Shakespeare #2
Chicago, IL 60647
H: (773) 489-6484
W, (312) 344-6123
smc n@i n teracccss.com i
dwoolley@popmail.colurn.edu
www.thcswordsmcn.com

CHUCKCOYL

DEXTER FIDLER
635 Judah Street
San Francisco, CA 94 I 22
(415) 564-6040
Fidhauer@aol.com
JAMES FINNEY
807-G Judson Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
(847) 492-0806
jrfinney@ripco.com

RICHARD RYAN

774 Mays Blvd lt!0-161
Incline Village, NV 89451
(415) 703-7150
Cell: (209) 601-7729

10 Cranbook Park
Wood Green, London
N22 5NA Entand
081-881-153
RRyanlSCW@aol.com

MICHAEL JOHNSON
I 428 12th Strm SE
Washington, DC 20003
H: (202) 543-2571
Fax: (202) 543-8393
foundarr@hotmail.com

2114 West Morse Avenue
Chicago, IL 60645
(313) 274-0581

JEFF A.R. JONES
Scig, Comb.1 A=lrmy ofNonh Cuolin.1
I 240C Hamilton Court
Cary, NC 27511
H: (919) 388-8945
Cell: (919) 801-3216
Fax: (9 I 9) 460- I 834
jarjoncs@aol.com

kJENNY JONES
Bard Alley Studio
430 Oliver Surer
Cincinnati, OH 45214
(513) 579-0991
Fax: (513) 321 - 1612
KJBRl@email.msn.com
COLLEEN KELLY
Alabama Shakespeare Festival
I Festival Drive
Montgomery, AL 36117
H: (334) 395-699 I
W: (334) 271-53 I I
colleenkelly@mindspring.com

NICHOLAS SANDYS

ROBERT "Tink" TUFTEE
353 Second Street, #3L
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 788-4957
Service: (212) 869-3050
nufree@ix.nercom.com
STEVEN VAUGHAN
3400 Broadway
Alexander, NY I 4005
(716) 591-3673

CHRISTOPHER VILLA
13372 Diamond Head Drive
Justin, CA 92780
H : (714) 730,724 I
W: (714) 856-6614
JACKYOUNG
W3rehouse Theatre
P.O. Box 454
Greenville, SC 29602
H : (864) 235-8845
W: (864) 232-8101
Fax: (864) 235-6729

RICHARD LANE
The Academy of the Sword
587 Lisbon Srceet
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622
RJL.ane@flash.net

655 Highland Ave. NE, Suite 7C
Adanra, GA 3031 Z
H: (404) 523-6623
W: (404) 437-6560
Pager: (888) 206-1470
monrano@ix.netcom.com

JOHN MCFARLAND
I 146 South Ridgeland Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60304
( 08) 660-0636
jmacland@aol.com

DR. ROBIN McFARQUHAR
8 IO North Colar, # I
Urbana, IL 61 80 I
H: (217) 337-0099
W: (217) 333-1659
rmcfarqu@uiuc.edu
MARK OLSEN
603 Irvin Avenue
State College, PA 16801
H: (814) 861-5 5 15
W: (814) 863-4 03
meo2@psu.edu

TIMOTHY PINNOW
Theatre Arts Dcpanment MSC 3072
Las Cruces, NM 88003-800 I
H: (505) 647-2667
0 , (505) 646-45 17
W, (800) 525-ASTC
Fax: (505) 646-5767
TPinnow@NMSU.edu

RON PIRETTI
I 5 Leroy Street, #12
New York, NY 10014
(212) 675-4688

JAMES BROWN
1500 NW I 6th Avenue, Apt. 208
Gainesville, FL 32605
H : (352) 379-0778
W: (352) 392-2039
Fax: (352) 392-5114
jbrown@nersp.nerdc.ufl.edu
TIM CARRYER
1339 N. Sheridan Avenue
Pimburt, PA I 5206
(412) 4 1-8798

JOHN CASHMAN
125 James Avenue
Orlando, FL 3280 I
(407) 423-5193
cashman@gdi.net
BRUCE CROMER
IO I King Street
Yellow ,itnf, OH 45387
(937) 7 7-8 10
bcromer@wright.edu
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DAVID "Po s" DOERSCH
I 09 Tendrill Court
Williamsburg, VA 23188
(757) 220-5033
ddoersch@hrfn.net

MICHAEL DONAHUE
I 0430 Bermuda Lane
Manassas, VA 221 IO
(202) 686-6369
TITO ENR1QUEZ
91-28 89th Street
Woodhaven, NY I 1421
(718) 441-1743
Service: (800) 881-2094
tnacm@aol.com

ROBERT MACDOUGALL
P.O. Box 23078
Seartle, WA 98 I 02
(206) 522-2201
Clanrdmacd@aol .com

SCOT MANN

J. DAVID BR1MMER
434 7th Street, #3
Brooklyn, NY 11215
H: (718) 788-5381
W: (917) 928-3028

Kenny Roger< punches Timothy/. Tait
in On Edge Productions' Hole In the
Head Gang. Fight Oill!Ction by Dale

A Girord, photo provided by Girord.

CE!mFmo TFACHERS
AARON ANDERSON
940 Beau Drive #105
Des Plains. IL 600 I 6
(84 )439-1391
aarona@nwu.edu

MICHAEL). ANDERSON

8

En arde! Unlimited
21 I NE Kennedy Street, Suite 10 I
MinneaJiolis, MN 55413-2639
H: (61 ) 759-971 I
W: (612) 7 59-97 11
Fax: (612) 331 -5746
Cell: (612) 759-97 11
roadkill@bitmcam.ne1
www.swordfight.com

RALPH ANDERSON
288 W 238th Street, #2J
Riverdale, NY I 0463
(718) 543-4783
Fax, (71 8) 543-4783
RalphAnderson@hbo.com (WJ
rhandcmn@mindspring.oom (H)

RANDY BAILY
350 Pike Street
Covin!ton, KY 41011
(606) 91-4751

JOHN BELLOMO
121 7 Porter Street
Philader.hia, PA 191 48
(215) 3 4-1814
Pa~•r: (800) 5 SPRJNT x3548697
Be lomoland@sprin1mail.com

SUSAN EVISTAN-DUNN
I I 02 Caribou Way, Ap1. 3
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 339-1699
evidunn@prodigy.com

STEPHEN GRAY
1206 West Webster Aven ue
Chicago, IL 60614
(773) 404-7972

MARK "Rat" GUINN
P.O. Box 8608 TS
Ruston. LA 71272-0034
H: (3 I 8) 255-6823
W: (3 I 8) 257-2930
Fax: (31 8) 257-457 1
mdguinn@linknct.net

LARRY HENDERSON
259 Elysian Fields Drive
Oakland, CA 94605
(5 IO) 632-0938
Blademan@aol.com

MICHAEL J. HOOD
Dean, College of Fine Am
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
110 Sprowls
Indiana, PA I 570 5
H: (724) 463-9 I 92
W: (724) 357-9192
afmjh@ucad2.alask.a.edu

DR. MICHAEL KIRKIAND
2030 Woodlawn Street, #8
Allentown, PA 18104
H: (6 I 0) 439-5023
W: (610) 683-4571
mhill3326@aol.com (H )
kirkland@kutzrown.edu (W)
MICHELLE LADD
I 0600 Bloomfield Dr, Apt. 1232
Orlando, FL 32825
(407) 281-4799
HRHmladd@aol.com

BRUCE LECURE
9830 SW 222 Terrace
Miami, FL 33190
H: (305) 234-7897
W: (305) 284-4474
Fax: (305) 284-5702
BLecure@aol.com
BILL LENGFELDER
8724 Charing Cross Lane
Dallas, TX 75238
(2 I 4) 340-6306
lengfeld@mail.smu.edu

TODDLOWETH
11030 Aqua Vtsta Street, Apt #I 0
Studio City, CA 91602-3190
(818) 760-4712
DOUGLAS MUMAW
Route I Box 363 K
Broadway, VA 22815
(703) 896-1059

GREG RAMSEY
IO South S<cond Street
Lebanon, PA 17042
(7 I 7) 272-7265

TINA ROBINSON
Fight For le International
Holmbladsgade 58, 2cv
2300 Copenhagen S.
Denmark
Ol-45-32-84-96-7874
fight_for_it@Hotmail.com
JOHN PAUL SCHEIDLER
1 I 00 Gordon Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 293-9170
jps5k@virginia.edu

LEWIS SHAW
Vulcan's Forge
330 West 23rd Street
Baltimore, MD 21211
W: (410) 235-0905
LonnieSC@aol.com
EDWARD "Ted" SHARON
I 26 Edgem ere Road lt9
West Roxbury, MA 02132
(617) 323-1506
EBS@bu.edu

HARRIS SMITH
1113 Tony Circle
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 968-9026
smithh@cwu.edu

R1CK SORDELET
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569
Sordaplay@aol.com

PAUL STEGER
1263 S. 20th Street Apartment #3
Lincoln , NE 68502
H : (402) 474-636 I
W: (402) 472-2072
Fax: (402) 472-9055
psteger@unl.info.unl.edu

TIMOTHY TAIT
2491 F Meadowridge Lane
Montgomery, AL 36117
(334) 213-2304
poohscorner@Juno.com

BRADWALLER
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22 I 51
H : (703) 323-7233
W: (703) 861-3307
GlobeFG@aol.com

ROBERT WALSH
60 Tolman Street
West Newton , MA 02165-1020
H : (617) 244-9656
W: (617) 494-3078
Fax: (617) 244-2487
RWalsh@hinah.cc.brandeis.cdu
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Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the quality
of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film and television industries. The
SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories:
Actor/Combatant • Teacher •

Fight Director

However, one need not take any sort of test to become a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in the art of fight choreography and stage fighting can join. SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SAFD workshops; The Fight Master, a
journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updates on SAFD
activities, policies and members.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to
Michael J. Anderson, SAFD Secretary
2101 NE Kennedy Street, Suite 101
Minneapolis, MN 55413-2639
Dues are $35.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40.00)
Your enclosed check of $35.00 will cover dues for the current year.
Please make checks payable to Society of American Fight Directors

r---------------------------------------------,
Membership Application

Society of American Fight Directors
Please Print
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ifyou have passed the SAFD Proficiency Skills Test, please fill out

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date tested,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Instructor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Weapons _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjudicator_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L----------------~----------------------------J
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